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Kosovo teach-in generates debate
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
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Emotions were running high
when over 130 students and a
dozen faculty members met to
discuss the Yugoslav conflict at
the Kosovo teach-in yesterday.
The first hour of the teach-in
was devoted to educating participants about the situation and
the history of NATO, yet the tone
of the discussion changed when
a professor and student began to
debate the reasoning behind U.S.
and NATO involvement in Koso-

"If you can tell me one reason
why the U.S. has economic interest in Albania, I'll shut up," said
Emil Levy, senior international
business major.
David Wall, an ethnic studies
instructor, took Levy's challenge.
"The United States doesn't
have an interest specifically in
Albania, but it does have an
interest in the region," he said.
Wall went on to say that the
U.S. involvement is economic.
Douglas Forsyth, history professor, had similar thoughts, along

with suggesting the possibility
that the U.S. got involved to protect human rights.
"There is a sense of vital interest in the Balkans," he said.
During the less intense portion of the teach-in, many people
also shared their concerns and
worries about what might result
from the NATO bombings.
"Like many of you I am terribly torn and troubled by what is
happening in the world," said
Phil Terrie, director of the American culture studies program.
"This is coming home in ways I

didn't think of before."
Terrie has a 19-year-old son
and is concerned that if NATO
sends in ground troops, a draft
may be called, which could
involve his son being enlisted to
fight.
He also addressed the argument that the U.S. may have
helped create the situation in
Kosovo.
"Maybe policies have been
miscalculated, but we have to
deal with the situation now," he
said. "Just stopping the bombing
now without a solution is not

sufficient for me."
During the teach-in, Steve
Steel, environmental science
instructor, shed light on the environmental effects of war.
"We don't think about the
impacts of environment during
war," he said. "The environment
is a life support system."
He said he cannot estimate the
effect war will have on Kosovo
yet, but he does know that a popular war strategy is to target the
environment.
• See KOSOVO, page six.

vCfnarfeed1 g-g^a |p t^^a^t^^ Greek
By SARAH DELANEY
The BG News
Despite the rain, campus
women took to the streets last
night for the annual Take Back
the Night (TBTN) march sponsored by Womyn 4 Womyn
(W4W).
"Rape happens rain or
shine," said Michelle Mezaris,
sophomore business major and
W4W member. "I'm so glad
people came out even though it
rained. It was awesome."
A crowd of about 50 women
marched across campus and
through downtown Bowling
Green yelling chants encouraging women to speak out against
date rape, sexual assault and
BG New» Photo/MATT MILLER
violence.
The march followed a meeting in Olscamp Hall, highlight- Prior to Taking Back the Night, march leaders demonstrate the chants participants will use
ed by a keynote speaker, The while walking across campus.
Nicole*, who shared her date what they could do to prevent
Gospel Choir and a survivor was followed by a survivor
speak-out.
speak-out session where stu- rape experience for the first rape.
The men's discussion was
Kendel
Kissinger,
the dents could get up and share time, said she was inspired to
speak after her friend publicly led by Logan Brooke, a sophokeynote speaker and a Univer- their stories of survival.
sity alumna, spoke about her
About seven women braved disclosed her incest experience. more biochemistry major and
"It made me realize that I leader of a program called
experiences as an incest sur- the open mic, speaking about
vivor and the empowerment their difficult experiences with shouldn't be silent anymore. "What Men Need to Know
Things like this should be made About Rape".
she gained by coming to terms rape and incest.
According to Brooke, men
with her past.
According
to
Celesta aware of. I encourage other
"It's been a long, slow Haraszti, a W4W member, that people to speak out also. need to understand their role in
process, but healing is happen- was the most women that have Silence only makes it worse," decreasing sexual assault.
"We need to get rid of the
ing. I honor and embrace my ever participated in the sur- Nicole said.
The meeting was attended misconceptions about date rape
experience, and 1 love who I've vivor speak-out.
become. One day at a time, I
Advocates from the SAAFE by about 75 women and about and try to understand the
make a difference," Kissinger program were on hand to coun- 10 men. While the women par- effects of alcohol and the media
said.
cil the survivors after the meet- ticipated in the subsequent
march, the men talked about
Kissinger's emotional speech ing.
• See TBTN, page five.

Week
starts
Monday
By ANNE MOSS
The BG News
This Saturday Beta Theta Pi
fraternity will be hosting Beta
500, which will kick off the activities for Greek Week.
"Beta 500 is a push cart race
that is the second biggest philanthropy on-campus next to Dance
Marathon," said Trevor Darmour, junior Beta Theta Pi brother.
Beta 500 has sororities competing against sororities, and fraternities against fraternities to
raise money for the Ronald
McDonald House. Students can
come to the Saddlemire parking
lot at noon to support all the racers.
"Greek Week is an entire week
dedicated to show Greek unity
on campus," said Courtney Herman, sophomore Alpha Omicron
Pi sister and Greek Week chairperson.
The Greek Week committee
has set up an array of silly events
that involve fraternity and sorority members. Some of the events
planned include Pi a Greek day.
Chubby Bunny, a carnival for
area school children and Greek
• See GREEK, page six.

Treehouse Troupe returns to BG

After touring Northwest Ohio, group plans to perform 2 plays
ByLINEANETTE
DJUVE

"For
Chubby
Bunny, we have to
stuff tons of marshmallows in our mouth
and repeat "Chubby
Bunny' after each
marshmallow we put
in."

The BG News

Angle Gerhan
Pi Beta Phi member
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Photo Prodded
The Treehouse Troupe for "Irish Annie," (top row) Chad Queen,
Kelly Connelly, Outhay Soumphonphakdy, Matt Robinson (bottom row) Jessica Kemock, Kevin Dorman, Heather Tlmm.

Policy to create responsibility
University sets standards for use of computer labs by faculty, students
ByJEFFARNETT
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The University is currently
testing the waters for a new policy on the responsible use of
computers. According to Faculty
Senate secretary Judy Adams,
the new policy is an important
thing to have.
"The University has to come
up with a policy on the responsible use of computers," Adams
said.
The rough draft of the policy,
which
is
located
at
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372-6966

They have performed for
thousands of children in Northwest Ohio and this weekend
Treehouse Troupe will return to
their homebase and present
their two plays, "Happy Birthday! (You Poor Old Wreck)" and
"Irish Annie," at the University.
F. Scott Regan, theater professor and director of "Happy
Birthday! (You Poor Old
Wreck)," said Treehouse Troupe
is a six credit hour class that has
been offered for 20 years now.
He explained that the seven

http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/i
t/policy/, details the University's tentative policy on the
responsible use of computers.
The stated purpose of the policy
is to offer a "governing philosophy for regulating faculty, staff
and student use" of University
technology. Among the guidelines the policy prohibits commercial use of University
resources and abuse of those
resources. The policy also gives
guidelines for the proper use of
University technology.
"It actually fills a vacuum,"

said Vice Provost of Technology
Ann Marie Lancaster, who
played a major role in the writing of the new policy. "We do
have some policies in terms of
abuse, but not regarding responsible use."
She noted that the policy does
prohibit certain activities, but it
does more than that.
"It talks about the acceptable
use of resources," Lancaster said.
"It defines what we consider the
user's responsibilities. It pro-

members of the company
rehearse 12 hours a week for the
first half of the semester before
spending the rest of the semester
touring elementary schools.
"This year we're doing 52
schools," Regan said. "We perform for an average of 10,000 to
15,000 kids."
According to Regan the company tours one or two schools
each time. In addition to presenting their plays, they also
hold workshops for the children.
He added that having to tour
twice a week helps the students
find out whether they like the
work of real theater or not.
Kelly Connelly, theater major
and Treehouse Troupe member,

said she loves performing in
front of live audiences, getting
the children's reactions and
feedback.
"The biggest thing with kids
is keeping the energy up," she
said. "And making sure they
don't lose the attention."
Connelly said she has also
learned much from holding the
workshops where she arranges
activities like pantomime and
improvisation for an average of
15 to 20 children.
"We do the workshops individually," she said. "I really try
to get every kid to participate."
• See TREEHOUSE, page six.

Press secretary Lockhart to
speak at A & S commencement
The BG News
The
University
has
announced that White House
Press Secretary Joe Lockhart will
be the speaker at the College of
Arts and Sciences graduation
ceremony, May 8 in Anderson
Arena.

Lockhart joined the White
House staff in 1997 and was the
national press secretary for the
Clinton/ Gore '96 re-election
campaign. He is the brother-inlaw of psychology department
• See COMPUTERS, page six. chair William Balzer.

Each commencement ceremony has separate speakers. Donald Gehring, director of the University's doctoral program in
higher education, will speak at
the Graduate College ceremony.
Robert Duke, a professor at the
University of Texas (Austin) will
speak the Colleges of M
Arts and Education and W
Development combined ceremony, while three students will
speak at the commencement ceremony of the Colleges of Business Administration, Health and
Human Services and Technology.
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editorial
Once again, BGSU has no spring concert.
It would be easy to lambaste UAO, but that organization doesn't
deserve all of the blame. They tried, and they tried hard; unfortunately, some of their research was faulty.
One of the schools UAO consulted when planning for the show
was Otterbein College in Columbus. While students there might be
willing to see They Might Be Giants for $5, convincing them to pay
$14-$20 here in BG is another matter altogether.
UAO also neglected to account for the fact that Otterbein is right
next door to Columbus. Bowling Green, however, is an island upon
itself. If students don't go to an Anderson Arena concert, then no one
will.
One school of thought says that students should buy tickets for
the spring concert ticket simply because big-name bands don't come
to BG. This reasoning is a bit faulty; after all, if students really don't
want to see a band, why should they feel some sort of obligation to
go, anyway?
The process should work in reverse; UAO should be the "slave"
of the students and bring in entertainment the student body wants.
Unfortunately, this is not always possible, given the amount of
money given to UAO's concert committee. Students should realize
(if they haven't already) that mega-acts aren't going to play BG anytime in the near future, and that they should keep an open mind
when it comes to lesser-known musicians.
UAO, meanwhile, has a number of options. Perhaps none of them
look appealing, but given the fact that the student body is rapidly
losing faith in the organization, some major change is needed.
One option is for UAO to be willing to take a loss and lower ticket prices. Another is to bring in lesser-known "college rock" acts,
maybe in a smaller venue such as the Ballroom.
Another option would be to increase the amount of money given
to the concert committee. The students have, time and time again,
expressed their interest in the spring concert (after all, not many
UAO events can draw even 900 people). It only makes sense to target that area for additional money, even if it means dropping less
popular programs.
For UAO, next year will be critical — the organization needs to
take some drastic action to regain student support.

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this'' The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not discrtmminatc upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than S00 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current Issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only if the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations in which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to bgnewsffUstproc.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News Is an independent publication founded In 1920 and is published dally during th»«cademic year and weekly during the summer semester. •
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors to Ito
ries or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.

UAO unprepared for TMBG concert
Is anyone really surprised?
When I heard that UAO had canceled the They Might Be Giants
concert for this Saturday night, I
was not at all surprised. I mean,
the UAO line this year has been
to disappoint the students when
it came to actual "University
Activities," so when I heard that
They Might Be Giants wasn't
coming, it was just the tip of the
iceberg to me.
show? How many of you heard
However, what I think really a promo for it on one of BGSU's
disappoints me about this fiasco two radio stations, both of which
is that UAO is unwilling to take have been known to play They
the blame for the screw up. In Might Be Giants in the past? 1
Mike Wendling's article in the look at the kiosks every day and
April 14
issue of The BG 1 saw no such thing. There was
News, UAO Concert Director no publicity for this show. Joe
Joe Weaver is quick to make Weaver and Brian Larson expect
excuses, and ultimately point the that just saying the words, "They
finger at the band for the show's Might Be Giants" should be
failure.
enough to create interest in a
However, having put together show. It isn't.
what 1 would consider successWhen I had my friends from
ful shows in the past, I believe San Francisco, Poundsign, come
that Joe Weaver is trying to pin to BGSU and play
at
the blame on TMBG in order to Howard's, I publicized the show
deflect the criticism that he and
heavily. We filled the place. Not
UAO so justly deserve. Brian
bad for a band no one has heard
Larson, graduate advisor of
of, right?
UAO's concert
committee,
However, I do not believe that
claims, "I don't think this is a
reflection on UAO. It's a reflec- publicity is the only problem
tion on the band's ability to sell with UAO's bungling of this
tickets ... People just weren't event. The show itself was not
interested in the band," and at actually announced until two
the same time claims that, "We weeks before the event. This
have no budget that could pay indicates that UAO showed no
for the show. There isn't that sort initiative in planning this event
of money ... There's enough and thus was probably unpremoney for publicity alone." pared to even begin promoting
However, I would argue that this show. What probably happublicity (or lack thereof) is one pened was that UAO was desof the reasons that this show has perate to find something to save
ultimately failed. How many of face in the wake of the Spike Lee
you ever saw an advertisement fiasco, and thought TMBG
on the kiosks for the TMBG would be the perfect fix. But

they probably found out that
TMBG was touring way too late
and set the show up with this
sort of shotgun mentality that
they could put something
together quickly and still do it
right. Wrong. When I set up the
BG Poundsign show it took me a
month to make sure that I had
the venue covered, publicity
covered and the bands covered. I
even drove to Columbus the
night before to get everything
straight with the band before the
show. There is no substitute for
preparation.
What convinces me that UAO
was unprepared for this show
was that checking on the net, I
found other TMBG shows for
sale on Ticketmaster Online. Not
only were the other shows
cheaper (Bogart's in Cinci is
charging $15 as opposed to our
$20 for floor seats), but I also
noticed that had the BGSU show
happened, it would have been
the first show on the tour. This
means that BGSU probably contacted TMBG about adding a
show to their tour at the last
minute, because whereas BGSU
TMBG tickets went on sale last
week, the Bogart's show went on
sale last month. Had UAO been
prepared, there would have
been more time to sell tickets
and generate interest, something
1 believe that was successful
when Violent Femmes played
here a few years back.
Also, if money was such a
problem, why didn't UAO ask
other organizations to help out?
There are two radio stations on
campus, as well as USG and a
bunch of other organizations
that could see merit in such a

"campus community" event. So
why were they shy about asking
these people for help? Could it
have been that they are simply
too arrogant to ask, and think
that they could do it themselves?
The way this all turned out, it's
obvious that they couldn't.
I do not think that UAO
should shoulder all of the blame
for this. I think ultimately the
responsibility for this failure lies
with the administration. For
years, Sidney Ribeau and
Charles Middleton have been
preaching the glories of "community" at BGSU, but when a
chance actually arises for community to occur, administration
is no help at all. I have often
wanted to set up a festival show
here at the university, but since I
know I will get absolutely no
help from UAO or BGSU administration, I just gave up.
UAO claimed that when
Otterbein College had TMBG
play at their school, they had a
successful show. This could have
something to do with the fact
that Otterbein, unlike BGSU, is a
place where people go to learn
and be educated, rather than a
glorified community college/
trade school where students are
numbers and all the administrators care about is the contents of
a parent's wallet.
Brandt S. Fundak is a guest
columnist. He can be reached at
bfundak@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Community Voices
Public Transportation
already exists in
Bowling Green
Dear Editor,
It was with great interest that
I read Paul Khacherian's guest
column in the April 14 edition of
The BG News. Mr. Khacherian
writes that "there is a lot that
could be done to make this
(Bowling Green) a much nicer,
even a much friendlier place to
be." He cites as one of his suggestions, "Have some form of
public transportation."
Good news Mr. Khacherian!
The City of Bowling Green has
operated a public transportation
system in the form of B.G. Taxi
since 1988. Financed in part by
operating assistance from the
Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA),
B.G. Taxi has an annual ridership
exceeding 70,000 passengers.
B.G. Taxi offers rides to the public Monday through Saturday, 6
am to 12 midnight. Fares are

$2.50 per person, per trip anywhere within the city limits and
can be scheduled by calling 3520796.
Sincerely,
Angela Roberts
Operations Manager
B.G. Taxi

Homosexual education lacking in column
Dear Editor,
I had the opportunity to read
an opinion article in The BG
News from Monday April 12
entitled "Hating Homosexuality
Doesn't Make Sense." I was a little dismayed at the closing arguments of Mr. Taylor. Because I do
not agree with homosexuality in
principle he labeled me "perverted, twisted and sick,"
because, as he deduces, I am letting my emotions rule my judgement.
Mr. Taylor's logic is filled with
holes. For example, his attempt
to pick apart Biblical morals

missed the mark. I have never
lain with a woman while she
was having her period. I remember the Sabbath day and keep it
holy. I have never been divorced.
Mr. Taylor's generalizations do
not apply to me. In addition,
having one's privates exposed to
sulfuric acid generally does not
change one's sexual orientation.
The degrading description of
female genitalia, I believe was
tastless and offensive to both
men and women of whatever
sexual orientation.
Let me state that I do not hate
homosexuals. 1 have many
acquaintances here at the university that are gay. However, I do
not agree with their lifestyle.
Homosexuality, for most people, is a moral issue, not a political one. Because I do not agree
with homosexuality on moral
grounds I have been labeled by
Mr. Taylor as "perverted, twisted
and sick," or, by my understanding, "homophobic."
Homophobia appears to be a
label describing a group of people who do not agree with

homosexuality. I have been told
by a member of the gay community that being homophobic is
synonymous with being "uneducated." If so, when does the education become complete and the
stigma of being homophobic
removed? After learning about
homosexuality? After the acceptance of homosexuality as a normal, natural sexual practice?
The object of this letter is not
to start a running discourse with
the gay community. Maybe I am
misunderstanding the meaning
of "hate" in this article. As a heterosexual it bothers me that I am
being labeled because I do not
agree morally with homosexuality. In a sense, being labeled as
"perverted, twisted and sick" is
a form of reverse discrimination
and a form of school-yard name
calling. I think Mr. Taylor
allowed his emotions to rule his
judgement at the end of his article.
Dan Olsen
Graduate Student
School of HMSLS

website of the day
www.worldwidemagazines.com
the adventures of I, pronounced as eye
flash fiction by Jason Nnlson

'The Meaning of Life"
Five years ago, I found something. It's pretty
small, even fits in my pocket. If you look for it, I'll probably either feel a little tingly or call the police. At first it
wasn't that big of a deal. I find lots of stuff. I even
found the meaning of birth one time, but it was a bit
too messy and squirmy for my taste. And that's saying something, because I've tasted just about everything. No, that rattling sound isn't coming from my
skull. No, it's not. So, as I was saying, this thing I've
found is fairly tiny, and in addition, or division, it's not
much fun. At a glance it looks like a transistor radio
missing its battery compartment cover. After a closer
inspection I realized without batteries there is no
energy. And without energy there is no love. And with
out love there is no meaning. However, if you do find
a replacement for the battery cover, it doesn't matter.
Because with just those few instruments and a rather
short range of tones and notes, all the songs sound
the same anyway.

UPCOMING vents
4:30 p.m.
Friday 4/16/99
Anne Frank: The Lost Diary
Pages
Cor Suijk. the International
Director of the Anne Frank
Center in New York City, and
Melissa Muller, a German journalist and the author of Anne
Frank: The Biography will speak.
117 Olscamp Hall.

on the street

PAGE THREE of The
BG NEWS is intended as
a source of non-vital
Information as woll as a
reprieve from stfesofyl
and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein
has
been
composed
meticulously using various means to provide
today's most meaningful
and fulfilling nonsense.
All
words
transcribed
here are real, name's
have been changed to
protect the innocent end
the unwitting. CompEainhi,
comments, ideas, materials, monetary gifts, submissions, and other sorts
of contributions gladly
accepted; please deposit
in 210 WEST HALL in
hard copy or Macintosh
disk form or email to Mary
Beth Murtha at marym©
bgnet.bgsu.edu. I'll probably look at it. Those
whose material Is worthy
will get to see It In print
such reward.

Do you think men
should be allowed to
walk in the Take Back
The Night march?
Mcheto ScMebaum
Senior
Hearing Impaired Ed.
'Yes. because
violence is against
both sexes, not just
females.'

Darren Adam*
Junior
Physic*
"If women want to
march by
themselves, let
them."

Nick Rebraca
Junior
Criminal Justice
"Yeah, because if
guys ever tried to do
something like this on
their own the women
would bitch cause
they couldn't
be in It."

Matt Grim
Anne Cahalan
Senior
Senior
Criminal Justice
History
"Yes. because it is a
"Yes, because tt's a
good way to meet
problem that
girls."
affects both men
and women and
cannot be solved
though
dMsiveness."
• People on the street Is intended as an unscientific sample ot the student population Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may find it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say. seven-ish But you didn't hear it here.

All these campus events and morg-cah be

7-9p.m.

Cup of Culture

1:30-3:30 p.m.

PEOPLE

Come learn about Chilean culture! Presented by the World
Student Association.
Refreshments will be provided. Offcampus Student Center, Mosely
Hall.

6 -9 p.m.
NAACP Image Awards
Union Ballroom.

Sibs N' Kids
Bowling Olympics"

Campus films
"Goofy "Mulan"

Sponsored by Honors Student
Association. Admission is free
but each person must bring a
toiletry item for donation. Event
will include food, games, and
prizes! Student Union.

8 p.m.

presents

Special .film showing for Sibs &
Kids Weekend! Admission win
be SI for everyone. Tickets may
be bursared. Two tickets may
be purchased with one ID. The
Box Office will open one half
hour before the first show. If you
have any questions, comments,
or suggestions about Campus
films please call the UAO office
at 419/372-2343 and ask for

Clayton Tinney. 111 Olscamp
Hall.

8 p.m.
Jazz Week '99: Vocal Jazz
Ensemble
Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center.

Moore

Saturday 4/17/99
1 - 4 p.m.

"More Than Recipes:
Ohio's fundraising cookbooks and the women
who wrote them"
Speaker Anne Bower, associate
professor of English, OSUMarion, will lecture during a
special presentation on Ohio
Foodways. Part of the Wood
County
Historical
Center/
Museum's opening day. 13360
County Home Rd, Bowling
Green.

The cynic's
word Book

A.K.A.
TODAY
Showers.
HIGH: 53

LOW: 44

Today ... breezy with periods of showers. High 50
to 55. Southwest wind 15
to 25 mph. Chance of
rain 100 percent.
Tonight... periods of rain.
Low near 40. Chance of
rain 90 percent.
Tomorrow ... showers
likely. High near 50.
Chance of rain 60 percent.
For Pete's sake!! More
rain and more wind. I
guess it could be worse,
though.

TOMORROW

Showers.
HIGH: 45

LOW: 36
Ambrose Bierce

X

•/ x /• or •/ecks/#
X in our alphabet being a needless letter has an added
invincibility to ihe attacks of the spelling reformers, and
like them, will doubtless last as long as the language. X
is the sacred symbol of ten dollars, and in such words as
Xmas, Xn, etc.. stands for Christ, not. as is popular supposed, because it represents a cross, but because the corresponding letter in the Greek alphabet is the initial of his
name - Xristos. If it represented a cross it would stand for
St. Andrew, who "testified" upon one of that shape. In the
algebra of psychology x stands for Woman's mind. Words
beginning with X are Grecian and will not be defined in
this standard English dictionary.

- A.B.

Due to crazily eerie computer malfunctions, your daily crossword puzzle is missing today.
Sinceresl apologies. But have no fear! It will be back on Monday, I promise. In the meantime, try to control your rage and take a look at an excerpt from the Devil's Dictionary, by
Ambrose Bierce. It contains interesting definitions for ordinary words. Safe for all faiths. Do
not ingest. Recommended by one of our economics professors.

BIGOT, n. One who is obstinately and zealously attached to an opinion that you do not entertain.
BIRTH, n. The first and direst of all disasters. As to the nature of it there appears to be no uniformity.
Castor and Pollux were born from the egg. Pallas came out of a skull. Galatea was once a block of
stone. Peresilis, who wrote in the tenth century, avers that he grew up out of the ground where a priest had
spilled holy water. It is known that Arimaxus was derived from a hole in the earth, made by a stroke of lightning.
Leucomedon was the son of a cavern in Mount Aetna, and I have myself seen a man come out of a wine cellar.
BORE, n. A person who talks when you wish him to listen.
GARGOYLE, n. A rain-spout projecting from the eaves of mediaeval buildings, commonly fashioned
into a grotesque caricature of some personal enemy of the architect or owner of the building.
GEOGRAPHER, n. A chap who can tell you offhand the difference between the outside of the world
and the inside.
GEOLOGY, n. The science of the earth's crust - to which, doubtless, will be added that of its interior whenever
a man shall come up garrulous out of a well. The geological formations of the globe already noted are catalogued thus: The Primary, or lower one. consists of rocks, bones or mired mules, gas-pipes, miners' tools,
antique statues minus the nose, Spanish doubloons and ancestors. The Secondary is largely made up of red
worms and moles. The Tertiary comprises railway tracks, patent pavements, grass, snakes, moldy boots, beer
bottles, tomato cans, intoxicated citizens, garbage, anarchists, snap-dogs and fools.

TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. 9 FOR SAT. & SUN, LISTINGS)

• Summer 1999 BG News Editor
• Fad 1999 BG News Editor
• 1999-2000 Gavel Editor
• 1999-2000 Key Yearbook Editor
• 1999-2000 Miscellany Editor
• 1999-2000 Obsidian Editor
Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 16th, 5 p.m.
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AKRON (AP) — Fifty-five percent of the fourth graders who took
a state reading test last year failed to get a score that, in future years,
will be required for them to pass into fifth grade.
If that many youngsters fail beginning in 2001-02, the result could
be overcrowded fourth-grade classes, said Don Shem, director of
curriculum for Wooster schools, where 51 percent of the pupils
railed.
Dottie Howe, a spokeswoman for the Ohio Department of Education, told the Akron Beacon Journal in a story published Thursday
that the agency was considering lest changes to offset the failure rate.
A message seeking further comment was left with the Education
Department.
The proposals include lowering the passing reading score but
leaving unchanged the passing score for the broader proficiency lest
given each year to about 125,000 fourth graders.
A "reading guarantee" law enacted in 1997 requires that fourth
graders in public schools pass a reading test before being promoted.
The law, which goes into effect in two years, allows exceptions if a
principal believes a fourth grader will be able to handle fifth-grade.

■ MUDSLIDES wm^—mmmmmmmmmm
5 killed, 25 missing in Colombia
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Two mudslides killed at least five
people in western Colombia on Thursday, some of them rescue
workers. Another 25 people were missing and feared buried alive,
authorities said.
After weeks of torrential rains, the mudslides plowed under several blocks of the town of Argelia, 150 miles west of Bogota, the capital. The first slide occurred before dawn, the second after rescue
workers had arrived.
Among at least 25 people trapped and feared killed were firefighters, police officers and civil defense workers, said Alfonso Vargas, the
Colombian Red Cross director in Cali, the provincial capital.
"We need help. This is too small a hospital to deal with this emergency," the director of Argelia's hospital, Yadira Borrero, told The
Associated Press by telephone. She said she had already received five
bodies, all belonging to rescue workers.

ICffiLD
Remains found in tomb near city hall
ROME (AP) — An excavation near city hall has turned up the
2,800-year-old tomb of a child, more evidence that Capitoline Hill
was inhabited before the legendary founding of Rome.
Archaeologists on Thursday showed the remains of a child — a
skull, pelvic and thigh bones — who was about four or five years old
and who was buried just outside the simple homes of the villages
atop one of Rome's seven ancient hills.

The Serbs, it appeared, were
suddenly in a new hurry to rid
Kosovo of ethnic Albanians, and
their systematic terror seemed to
have reached an unprecedented
pitch.
For days now, refugee
columns to Albania have numbered in the thousands. On
Wednesday there were 3,600,
with even more on Thursday;
more than 5,500 arrived over
those two days in Macedonia.
The Yugoslav government
maintains the refugees are fleeing NATO airstrikes, but the
refugees tell similar stories of
being forced out, suggesting that
Serbs have decided to methodically empty the last redoubts, village by village, using all the force
they can muster. Repeated
accounts tell of wholesale beatings and sometimes mass executions of fighting-age males.
"The first expulsions seemed
relatively orderly," said Jacques
Franquin, spokesman for the
U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees, "but now it is getting
very nasty. I'm afraid we saw the
best we could expect, and now
we will see the worst."
Franquin said when he
watched thousands of women,
children and old men stumble
over the mountain-pass border
after four days of walking "it
made me ashamed to be a
human being."
Refugees who came out weeks
ago agreed with Franquin's
assessment. "They are rushing to
steal everything they can and
occupy everything while there is
still time," said Valmer Zeka of
Prizren, echoing a widely held
view.
About 550,000 ethnic Albanians have fled Kosovo to neighboring countries since late
March, the UNHCR estimates,
and as many as 400,000 dis-

NEWL9VE
Rentals
309 High St. #1,3 & 7: Two bedroom
furnished apartments with patios.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER.
Private parking lot. $495.00 per month
plus electric for a 12 month lease.
Available after 7/23/99.

352-5620
332 S. Main
(Our Only Office)
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Associated 1

Ethnic Albanian refugees from Kosovo walk through the border at the Morlnl crossing, nea
Kukes, northern Albania Thursday.
placed people may still try to get
out if Serbs pursue them into
forests and mountains.
Kenan Idrizaj, a Kosovar
refugee-helping the French Doctors of the World, said medical
teams at the border treated at
least 100 people Wednesday
night for serious exposure after
up to a week of walking with no
food and little water.
Some decided to flee on foot
after hiding out for weeks without shelter.
"All we could do for one
young boy was put a blanket
over him and return the body to
the father," he said. An undetermined number of old people
died on the way and had to be
left unburied in the rush, Idrizaj
said.
Many of the latest refugees are
from the Drenica area, mainly
villages near Skenderaj, not far
from Pec. This, they admit with
some pride, is a stronghold of the
Kosovo Liberation Army.
At the hurriedly built Greek
camp in Kukes, Albania, Raza
Sahiti rested on the ground with

her bare feet and ankles painted
bright purple, one of many treated with gentian violet antiseptic
to fight infection.
With her 17-year-old daughter
Sharife adding details, she
described a typical ordeal faced
by the new wave of refugees.
Six days ago, she said, Serb
troops stormed into her village of
Kopiliqi at 4 a.m. and began
shooting through doors. She
thinks five people were killed,
but she did not have time to
linger to find out.
All of the men, including her
husband, were rounded up and
taken away. That was the last she
saw them.
Sharife and a younger son
walked out with her. Two older
sons are in the mountains fighting with the KLA.
In the next tent is Lushi
Loshozh, a 53-year-old ex-driver
whose bus was burned a year
ago when the Serbs also burned
his house. With two sons in the
KLA, he had to remain out of
sight, hiding in the mountains or
in small Drenica villages near his

own.
Four days ago, Serbs swept I
through the villages and round-l
ed up the men. The women and I
children were told to leave!
immediately or face death. I
Loshozh got away with his wife|
and seven young children.
"This is Dyka," he said,|
proudly patting his 8-year-old
daughter in an off-brand sweat-1
shirt with "Boston Bravers"
emblazoned on the front. "As
soon as the kids are settled, I am |
going back to fight."
But many other new refugees I
came from the city of Prizren,
urban people with no links to the
KLA. They said Serbs simply
decided it was time for them to
get out, leaving everything
behind, and no one was in a position to argue.
Scattered reports of systematic I
rape, mutilation and murder of
young women are often secondhand and difficult to verify, but
many refugees who repeat the
details
among
themselves
respond emotionally as if they
were true.
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MALL TOU CAHK.
www.goarmy.com
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KLOTZ has a wide variety
of gift items, colorful blooming plants,
and gorgeous floral arrangements.

JXEDAM SANDLEW

ARMY RESERVE

■MtelK*

Say THANK YOU to your most treasured
employee - YOUR SECRETARY!

You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment
...and over $7,000 if you
qualify for the Montgomery
GI Bi\\...plus help in paying
off a qualified student loan up
to $10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And
you'll serve with an Army
Reserve unit near your
campus.
Over $35,000 toward college - for part-time service.

352-7541

■■ ■

The Associated Press
MORINI, Albania — Hamide
Feteh Mulaj filled out a landing
card like those for tourists, but
around her the children's mewling, the blood oozing from broken shoes, the blank stares all
suggested something else entire-

mplled from staff and wire reports

■FAILURE mmmtmmmmm—m—m^^mm
Fourth-graders don't meet state standards

Editor-in-Chief,
Mike Wendling
372-6966

Terror growing as 'ethnic cleansing* reaches new height

Eye on
news

WE'LL PAY
YOU $35,000+
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.

Friday, April 16, 199£

QOLBLECOMM

352-8424
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Klotz Floral, Gift & Garden Center
906 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-8381
www.klotzfloral.com
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon.-Fri.
8-4 Saturday
12-4 Sunday
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Speaker urges students to lead scholarly lives
By MIKE WENDLING
The BG News
Motivational speaker, teacher
and minister Will Keim inspired
students with a strong message
combined with a healthy dose of
humor in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom Thursday night.
The lecture was the second in
the 1999 Presidential Lecture
Series, entitled "Leadership for
the 21st Century." Keim's speech
"The Education of Character:
The Truth About College," was

based on his book with the same
title.
After cracking jokes about his
family, Keim began his speech by
quoting James Garfield's inaugural speech in 1881. Garfield
stood up for the rights of former
slaves.
"And for that, he was killed
by an assassin," Keim said.
Garfield, along with Jesus,
Gandhi and Martin Luther King
Jr., Keim said, "preached a message of love. And for that, they
were killed."
His point?

'Being a person of character is
not easy," he said.
He described how he received
death threats when he defended
the rights of gay people from his
pulpit, yet he held out optimism
for equality in the future .
"This is the most exciting time
to be alive," Keim said. "You will
live during the first period in history where the American Constitution is applied to everyone
equally."
Keim listed 10 important
things for college students.
The most important thing, he

said, is to become a scholar. Keim
gave practical tips on how to do
this and highlighted the lack of
scholarship in American culture.
"Only in America do students
say 'It's Wednesday... the start of
the weekend!'" he said.
Keim's list included things
such as community service,
being responsible with sex and
alcohol and making friends with
people "regardless of race, creed,
color, national orientation or sexual orientation."
"One-quarter of your life is
already gone," Keim said.

group in a series of uplifting and
positive songs
while
the
marchers warmed up with coffee, hot chocolate and snacks.
Lica Kahoe, a senior creative
writing major and W4W member, was happy with the way the
night turned out.
"It was really empowering
and great to see a bunch of

women get together and do
something for themselves," she
said.
Laura Latta and Trish Fleming
helped W4W with TBTN as part
of a project for their women's
studies class.
"We wanted to have more
people become aware of the violence that happens to women

and everyone in general," Fleming said.
Latta, a photography major,
took pictures of the event to put
in a scrap book.
"We're putting together a
journal to donate to W4W to help
them get funding for their projects in the future," Latta said.

TBTN
Continued from page one.
on the image of women," he
said.
Take Back the Night was
wrapped up with a reception in
the Saddlemire Student Services
Building where the men and
women reunited.
The Gospel Choir led the

tors and lobbied to bring Keim to
BGSU.
"Not only is he dynamic, but
inspiring," Reece said. "He tells
it the way it is, and he challenges
you to go out and make yourself
a better person."
Other student leaders were
equally impressed.
"I loved it!" said incoming
USG vice president Christie
Chipps.
The event was well attended,
with well over 1,000 students,
many of them greeks and athletes.

"How's it going?"
"Grab everything you can,"
he said, "life's a one-ticket ride."
The crowd gave him a standing ovation.
The impetus for bringing the
highly sought after Keim to
Bowling Green came when greek
leaders saw him speak in Chicago"After I heard his speech, [in
Chicago), 1 wanted to go out and
do something good," said Joe
Reece, president of interfratemity council.
Reece contacted administra-

The Clothesline Project

Scientists find complete solar system
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — For the
first time, there is clear evidence
that a solar system other than
our own exists, researchers said
Thursday.
Three huge planets are spinning around the star Upsilon
Andromedae 44 light years from
Earth in our Milky Way galaxy,
San Francisco State University
researchers said al a news conference.
Their presence indicates that

many of the Milky Way's 200 billion stars are likely to have planetary systems.
"It implies that planets can
form more easily than we ever
imagined, and that our Milky
Way is teeming with planetary
systems," said Debra Fischer, one
of the researchers.
The researchers "began their
search for planets 12 years ago.
They and their colleagues are
responsible for finding 14 of the
20 planets known to exist outside
the Earth's solar system.

Associated Press Photo
Geoffrey Marcy, a professor at San Francisco State University
spoke during a news conference on the school's campus in
San Francisco Thurs., April 15. The first evidence of the existence
of another solar system somewhat like our own was reported
Thiirsda1

However, those planets were
single bodies surrounding a star.
This is the first time multiple
planets around a star have been
found.
The innermost of the three
planets, spotted in 1996, has at
least 75 percent of the mass of
Jupiter and is very close to its
sun, orbiting once every 4.6 days.
Jupiter is the largest planet in the
solar system, 318 times the size
of Earth.
The middle planet is twice
Jupiter's mass and orbits the star
every 242 days from a location
about as far as Venus from the
sun. The outer planet has the
mass of four Jupiters and orbits
its star every 3 1 /2 to 4 years. It is
more than twice as far from its
star as Earth is from the sun.
Earthlike planets are unlikely
to be found in such systems, the
scientists said, because the forces
generated by huge Jupiterlike
' planets moving in elliptical
rather than circular orbits would
kick smaller planets out into
oblivion.
"Now we have a multiple system, maybe a Rosetta stone to
help us understand a lot of these
weird planets we're finding,"
said R. Paul Butler by telephone
from
the
Anglo-Australian
Observatory in Epping, Australia.
The Rosetta stone is an ancient
inscription in three languages
that allowed scientists to deci-

pher Egyptian hieroglyphics.
Upsilon Andromedae is easily
visible with the naked eye,
although it is currently behind
the sun and will not be seen until
June.
The planets were discovered
using a method that measures
their gravitational pull on their
star, not by direct observation.
Planets' gravity tugs on their
stars, causing them to wobble
slightly, By examining the star's
ultraviolet light transmissions,
astronomers can calculate backand-forth shifts in the ultraviolet
wavelengths. A larger wobble
indicates the orbiting planet is
large.
"I am mystified at how such a
system of Jupiterlike planets
might have been created," said
Geoffrey Marcy, professor of
physics and astronomy at San
Francisco State.
"This will shake up the theory
of planet formation."
Alex Wolszczan, an astronomy professor at Perm State University, called the discovery an
important step toward understanding the cosmos.
"It has been anticipated and
awaited by the scientific community. It's nice to see it's finally
happened," he said. "What I get
right away from this particular
discovery is that it emphasizes
even more how different those
systems are from our own."

BG News Photo/KEVTN VORHEES
Approximately 128 shirts hang in the Union Oval to bare witness to violence against women.
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Sweeney Todd:
The Demon Barber
of Fleet Street
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Book by Hugh Wheeler
Music and Lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim
From an Adaptation by
Christopher Bond

V

April 21-24 at 8:00 p.m.
April 25 at 2:00 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
For reservations call

Hflj

372-2719!

Event Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing is in search for an
outgoing, enthusiastic, reliable, goal oriented student
marketing manager to promote a university sponsored
marketing program throughout the fall 1999 semester.
Responsibilities include:
• Event Coordination
• Staff Management & Motivation
• Operations Management
• Quality Control

319 E. WoosterSt.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260
451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies lor summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.
517 E. REED
One bedroom for Aug. to
May. Starts at $380 00
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.
SUMMER RENTALS
STARTING MAY 16!
Etficiences and one
bedrooms still available

>-

Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
$top in, our friendly
'staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

Program Benefits include excellent pay, incentive
program, all expense paid training conference in
August, and valuable experience gained in event
marketing. Freshman, sophomores, juniors and student
organization leaders encouraged to apply.

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!
710 EIGHTH ST.
New Construction? 3 BR, 2
bath, Limit 3 people. $900.00
per mo., deposit $900.00.
Lease Aug. 22, 1999 to Aug.
12,2000.
259 S. PROSPECT
Down. 2 BR - Limit 2 Grad.
Students Only $439.00 per
mo., plus utilities. Deposit
$439.00. Lease May 16,
1999 to May, 6 2000.
120 State Street
One bedroom unfurnished
diplexes. $350.00 per
month plus utilities. Lease
May 16, 1999 to May 6,
2000

HOUSES
, AVAILABLE
1999-2000
MANY APARTMENT LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. STOP

IN THE RENTAL OFFICE
FOR A COMPLETE LISTING. WE CAN HELP YOU!

On campus interviews on 4/20/99.
For more info call Kristin at 800-377-1924, ext. 208.

INCLUDING SEVERAL "BEST PIZZA"!
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FREE DELIVERY

In-depth analysis and coverage of every
player taken in the 1st Round.
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That's On-The-Line, Saturday
Only on 88.1 FM, WBGU
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• 7" 1 Item pizza
• 5 Huge Breadsticks
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• Small Sub
FOR 2>D.UU
• 10 Wings
T.
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers
JJ J $7.50
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TREEHOUSE
Continued from page one.

Regan said it is important to
expose children to the drama
experience and get them use
their own imagination and creativity.
"We try to teach children to
like theater, and that it's a fun
and exciting form of telling stories," he added.
Another important message
they are trying to get across is
that children can write plays too.
According to Regan, "Happy
Birthday! (You Poor Old Wreck)"
is written by children and is a
thematic review on children's
perception of the aging process.
The play is primarily for children
in pre-school through 3rd grade.
"Irish Annie," directed by
Natalie Stewart, a theater
instructor, and written by Regan,
deals with issues like immigra-

GREEK
Continued from page one.
Olympics.
On Monday, all the Greeks
will be decked out in their letters
to show their spirit.
On Tuesday, students have the
opportunity to nail the sororities'
or fraternities' chapter presidents in the face with a whipped
cream pie when Greek Week
committee hosts Pi a Greek.
On Wednesday, Angie Gerhan, freshman Pi Beta Phi sister,
is participating in Chubby
Bunny with her sisters. Gerhan is
also participating in Beta 500 on
the Pi Phi's team.
"For Chubby Bunny, we have
to stuff tons of marshmallows in
our mouth and repeat 'Chubby
Bunny' after each marshmallow
we put in," Gerhan said. "It
should be a lot of fun."
Wednesday there will also be
a Greek Lip Sync in the Harshman Dining Center. Greeks will
get on stage and lip sync to their
■ favorite sones. while the organi-

- COMPUTERS
Treehouse Troupe offers quali-

tion and prejudice. It is performed for children in 4lh grade
through 6th grade.
According to Stewart the play
tells the story of a girl, Annie,
who is migrating from Ireland to
America in the 1860s, and the
hardship the immigrants are
going through.
"It's very, very historically
accurate," she said. "Pretty much
every scene you could find in a
history book."
Stewart said the children have
been an excellent audience.
The children's input is important. The company always asks
the children to give feedback.
"Little kids always seem more
excited, and older kids usually
have more questions," Connelly
said. "We always encourage
them to write us, and we leave
our address at the school when
we leave."

members too.
Kevin Dorman, theater major
and Treehouse Troupe member,
said performing for the children
has been great. He added that
being in front of people has also
helped him with his confidence.
This weekend the Bowling
Green community gets a chance
to see the players in action. They
will perform in the Joe E. Brown
Theater Friday and Saturday,
April 16 and 17 at 7:30 p.m. and
on Sunday, April 18 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $4 and can be purchased at the theater box office in
University Hall or by calling
(419) 372-2719. People are
encouraged to reserve tickets in
advance.

vides information as to what we
mean by that."
The new policy also lists laws
and University policies that may
affect use of the University's
technology resources, such as
copyright, privacy and fraud
laws, and guidelines of student
conduct outlined in the Student
Affairs Handbook.
Graduate student Kevin Bailey, who was given the job of
writing the rough draft, said the
point of the policy is not to stop
to stop an outbreak of computer
abuses.
"Things are pretty quiet the
way they are now, and I don't
expect that to change," Bailey
said. "It's really all about education."
Bailey commented that many
of the practices that would violate the code are not done maliciously, but out of users' igno-

zation GAMMA will be Serving
"mocktails."
Thursday, fraternity and
sorority members will participate in a pleasant golf outing
along with some of the administration staff.
On Friday, there will be a carnival for kids in Eppler gym.
"Greeks will be driving vans
to pick up children in grades 2-5
from St. Aloysius Catholic school
and bringing them to Eppler,
where the different fraternities
and sororities have booths set up
in a carnival style," Herman
said.
Saturday is the big day when
the Greek Olympics will commence. All the fraternities and
sororities will meet in Old Fraternity Row to compete in several relay races. Some of the races
include a six legged race, a
mummy race in which a Greek
gets wrapped up in toilet paper
then race around to do different
activities and mud volleyball.
Stephanie Gerrone. freshman

Alpha Chi Omega sister will
play mud volleyball with her sisters.
"While celebrating the spirit
of being a Greek, 1 plan on getting really dirty," Gerrone said.
The fraternities and sororities
compete for points in all Greek
Week activities. The fraternity
and sorority that end up with the
most points at the end of Greek
Week will receive $250 that can
be used for any charity of their
choice.
Currently, the Greek Week
committee is raffling off Aerosmith tickets on the Education
Building steps to benefit the
Wood Lane School in this area.
Students can also purchase tickets at any event scheduled during Greek Week.
"The image we want to convey to students is how unified
greeks are," Herman said. "And
how they can work together for
one common goal of raising
monev for rharitv"

KOSOVO

ties on a personal level for the

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.
Students who attended the
teach-in said it was interesting,
yet they still are confused about
the Kosovo situation.
"I've been reading the papers
and I then I came to this to help
me understand, but right now
my head is just reeling," Megan
Fennell, sophomore English
major said. "I am still trying to
form my opinion on this situation."
Another student found the
teach-in helpful, but thought it
avoided certain topics.

BBCKLEY
CARDY
GROUP*
Everything for School

Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?
Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1882 or 800-305-0174, extension 1882.
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Heidi Barber & Mark Schag
Elizabeth Bean & a gentleman
Becca Bell & Ryan Cook
Danielle Beverly & David Rice
Brooke Bowe & Cory Kreiger
Kiley Burks & Jay Terveen
Trisha Childs & James Cox
Kelly Christiansen & Phil Greenburg
C.C. Clemens & Ed Breault
Nicole Cuffari & C.J. Feller
Julie Destefano & Ryan Bibler
Jenn Dunn & Mike Kelly
Amy Elwell & Anthony Grimm
Darcy Emmert & Aaron Phillips
Jenni Feiten & Chris Parkinson
Lisa Gonzales & Aaron Sever
Annie Gorman & Matt Tosenberry
Julie Gorman & Tom Barbor
Gina Grassia & Nate DUohn
Noreen Griffin & Buckin' Joe Broncabucci
Cara Henderson & Jason Spencer & Russell
Abby Hettel & Daniel Conrad
Sarah Hinton & Greg Rokoff
Kehy Johnston & Erik Johnson
Karen Kelley & Doug Prezkop
Barbie King & Doug Falor

Stephanie Kutlick & Josh Gongaware
Alicia Lawson & Matt O'Donnell
Sarah Kohut & Bryan Frazer
Ali Malcolm & Jason Ammerman
Emily Marker & Dave Dzierwa
Kim Miller & Herm Carrasquillo
Rachel Moser & David All
Micah Murray & Geoff LeMessurier
Marissa Ortiz & Brian Gartrell
Marissa Parott & Brad Weingust
Darla Pete & Brent Coleman
Jenn Reebel & Nic Hughart
Maryann Russell & Shawn Joyce
Lesley Scheifer & Brock Mayes
Laura Shindel & Rob Bowen
Erin Stevens & Dave Chambers
Nici Tomei & Sean Allen
Mary Beth Urban & Matt Briggs
Cori VanDeylan & Adam Niese
Nichole Whetstine & Dave French
Cara Williams & Joe Dike
Erin Williams & Jason Kocab
Laura Wolf & her little sis Katie
Cara Zavaleta & Travis Vollmar
Rachel Zychowicz & Jim Robinson
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"I think most of it is that
they're unaware," Bailey said.
Research for the new policy
started last fall. ludy Adams said
the University is working to test
the new policy on all of the University's members because of its
broad (influence). A seminar
regarding the new policy was
held on March 22 that featured
two people from Cornell University who spoke on the importance of the policy.
"I think it was a very valuable
seminar, because it explained a
lot that people were not aware
of," Adams said.
Since then, according to
Adams, many people around the
University have been consulted
regarding the tentative policy!
and Adams said she would like
to see everyone on campus read
and evaluate it.
"We would like everybody—
students, faculty, staff, everybody— to read it," Adams said.
"What the final policy is going to

say I don't know, because it's in
rough draft form right now."
Bailey echoed her feelings.
"We definitely want input
from the students," Bailey said,
adding that he has heard from
only eight or nine people, and all
the feedback has come from faculty.
Because the policy is not yet
final, Adams said students are
encouraged to read the policyand comment. Comments are
wanted by Friday, April 16,
which is today, but Adams said
comments expressing interest
would be acceptable, given the
short notice many students
receive. She requested that comments be sent to herself at
adamsj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or
Kevin
Bailey
at
baileyk@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
"This is an important policy,
one we need to get on the books
ASAP," Adams said.

"It gave you a lot of different
perspectives," she said. "Yet
when it came to discussing the
legality of NATO's actions, that
topic was avoided," said Shelly
Howard, freshman political science and pre-law major.
Michael Stipkala, senior art
major, found hearing everyone's
perspective interesting, yet said
the teach-in demonstrated that
the conflict is complicated.
"It is good to have a dialogue," he said. "It also exposed
myths about this being purely a
humanitarian movement, but it
also showed how much deeper

this whole conflict is."
Jeannie Ludlow, organizer of
the teach-in, said it is always a
good idea to hear from a wide
range of people.
"Asking questions helps us
figure this situation out," she|
said.
Phil Dickinson, history pro-1
fessor, shared similar thoughts I
about the value of questioning.
"No one is an expert here, but
through questioning we hopefully begin to make sense of a very
confusing and complicated situation," he said.

FUN SUMMER JOBS
Be an environmental activist for the summer
and get paid:

$350/week!
Ohio's largest environmental organization
is now building a dedicated team to fight
toxic pollution in our air and water.
Benefits, travel and career opportunities.
Monday-Friday 2-10 pm.
Call 866-4463 for an interview.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

117 Lehman: One bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 per
month plus utilities. Available after 7/31/99.
114 S. Main St. # 6&10: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments located above Wizard Graphics. $360.00
per month plus electric for a 12 month lease.
Available after 7/31/99.
117 N. Main St # 7&9: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments located downtown. Dishwashers, laundry
facilities in building. #7 $385.00, #9 $335.00 per
month plus utilities. #7 available now. #9 available
after 7/23/99.
100 1/2 Ordway: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Nice residential area. $335.00 per month plus
utilities for a 12 month lease. Available after 7/23/99.
205 W. Washington: One bedroom upper duplex. Tree
lined street. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities.
$420.00 per month plus utilities. Cat permitted.
Available after 5/31/99.
128 W. Wooster St. # D & F: One bedroom unfurnished
apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. Located downtown.
Resident pays electric/heat. $275.00 per month plus
electric for a 12 month lease. #D available after
7/31/99, #F available after 7/23/99
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper
residence. Wood deck. Gas heat. Cat permitted.
$425.00 per month plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
Available after 7/23/99.
319 S. Main St.: Two bedroom two story unfurnished
part of a house. Huge bedroom upstairs. Gas heat.
Resident pays all utilities. Cat permitted. $440. per
month plus utilities for a 12 month lease. Available
after 7/31/99.
104 Ordway: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Nice residential area. $460.00 per month plus utilities
for a 12 month lease. Available after 7/23/99.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom upper unfurnished
duplex. Conveniently located near downtown. Zoned
for three unrelated people. $550.00 per month plus
.utilities for a 12 month lease. Available after 7/23/99,

332 S. Main
(Our Only Office)
www.newloverealty.com
352-5620
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Entertainment
By ERIK PEPPLE
The BG News

♦

Moderate budgets, cast lists that
read like an issue of
Tiger Beat, MTVready soundtracks
and a healthy dose of marginally salacious sexual material
have helped to make the teenoriented flick "10 things I hate
about you" a highly profitable
enterprise. For most studio
heads, teen flicks are PG-13
rated gold.

Like most genres, teen
movies have been wildly inconsistent in terms of quality. For
every clever endeavor like
"Clueless" or the guilty pleasure
of "Varsity Blues," there's junk
like "I Know What You Did Last
Summer" and its atrocious
sequel. Thankfully the Shakespeare-inspired "10 things I hate
about you" falls in the upper
part of the curve.
A modern retelling of Taming
of the Shrew, "10 things"
revolves around the Daria-like,
Sylvia Plath in cargo pants, Kat-

rina Stratford (Julia Stiles) and
her flirty coquette of a sister
Bianca (Larisa Oleynik). Their
stern, overprotective obstetrician father (Larry Miller) refuses
to allow them to look at boys,
much less date.

Entertainment Editor
Tony Cavallario
372-2604

10 things I
hate about
you'
Starring: Julia Stiles, Heather
Ledger, Larisa Oleynik, Joeseph

One day Bianca finds herself
the target of Padua (one of the
many Shakespearean in-jokes)
High School's Don Juan. But the
catch is that Bianca can't go out
with him until Kat gets a date.
Since one guy prefers sex with
sheep over going out with Kat,
Bianca finds herself in quite a
quandary.

Gwdon-Levffl, David Krumhotz
and Larry Miller.

*••
NOWSqrr. GeH two stare for orifllnalfty, but thn* lUra tor charm,
(mart* and good acting

ent.

Thrown into the mix are
Bianca's hopeful suitor (television's Joseph Gordon-Levitt, in
a nice turn), a bumbling jester
(David Krumholtz, stealing
scenes) and a brooding loner
recruited to charm Kat played
by Heath Ledger.

Stiles and Ledger are most
impressive in their big screen
debuts. Stiles makes Kat, a character that could easily degenerate into bitchy grrrrrl power
cliche^ a smart, but ultimately
confused teenager — just like
most teens. Her paramour,
Ledger, demonstrates ample
charm and a charisma that doesn't seem forced. The moment
when he grabs a microphone
and serenades Kat to the strains
of "I Need You Baby" is a
moment of pure, unadulterated
joy that will make all but the

A movie like this stands or
falls on the strength of its leads,
and in "10 Things" director Gil
Junger has enlisted a fine group
of promising young actors.
Instead of combing the schedules of the WB network, Junger
goes for some lesser known tal-

Photo Provided

Heath Ledger and Julia Stiles star in the newest Shakespearean based teen movie, 10 things.'
most hardened of cynics crack a
smile.
"10 Things" also earns points
for making the teen characters
seem like actual people. These
are reasonably intelligent kids

Alberta, grew up on a farm,'
worked on riverboats and
came to school in the U.S. at
the University of Iowa.
He has said "I think of
myself as a story-teller. I
want to tell stories about this
crazy, goofy country (Canada). I'm constantly knocked
over by the wonder of what
is supposed to be ordinary.
Take, for instance, chopsticks. I like roads. I like
waking up in Greece. I hate
cooking, but like to do dishes."
Robert Kroetsch is coming
to the University via the
Canadian
author series
through the Candian studies
center. To make reservations,
call the Canadian studies
center at 372-2457.

m

On Monday April 19,1
at 7:30 p.m.l
in
101AI
Olscamp hall
Canadian author Robert
Kroetsch will give a reading
from his work. Kroetsch is
one of Canada's best exports.
He is a novelist, poet, former
English professor at the University of Calgary, a critic
and co-editor of boundan/2.
Author of 19 books, at age
71, his works include Long
Poems a collection of seven
poetry books he published
between 1975 and 1986 and
his new novel The Man From
Photo Provided the Creeks, Random House,
1998.
Famous Canadian author Robert Kroetsch will
Kroetsch was born in

read in 101A Olscamp on Monday.

FILMS
1. The Matrix." Warner Bros.
2. "Never Been Kissed." 20th Century Fox
3." 10 things I hate about you." Disney
4. The Out-Of-Towners." Paramount
5. "Analyze This." Warner Bros.
(From Exhibitor Relations Co.)

ALBUMS
1. "...Baby One More Time." Britney Spears
Jive.
2. "Fanmall." TLC. LaFace.
3. The Slim Shady LP." Eminem. Web.
4. "Sogno." Andrea Bocelll. Polydor.
5. "Americana." The Offspring. Columbia.
(From Billboard magazine)

vJMWclMMMyJ
American llcari

Association.

Hope Medical Institute (HMD is currently accepting applications for
September/October 1999 semesters from committed students. If you arc:
■ College graduate with pre-med or pre-vet background
■ College graduate without pre-med or pre-vet background
■ 2-year college education with concentration in science courses
■ High school graduate who wants to become a M.D. or D.V.M.
The next semester starts September/October 1999 at various affiliated
institutions in Europe. Courses arc conduced in the English language.
The institutions and programs arc well recognized by the World Health
Organization. American Medical and Veterinary Exam Boards as well as the
U.S. Department of Education.
Full financing by the U.S. Government is available. Due to very limned
time and availability of space, apply immediately if you think you have what
it takes to be a good physician or veterinarian. Call for further information at:

www.hopemedicalinstitute.arg

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99
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2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GARAGE
4 BEDROOMS
1400 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED
AVAILABLE BEGINNING MAY 15 or AUGUST 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Columbia Court
Apartments Going Fast.'.'
GREENBRIAR, INC.

—•EAST MERRY AVE.—
APARTMENTS*
516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and
garbage disposals.

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS*
519 Leroy Avenue. 542 and 560 Erazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms. 2baths. furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage disP°sals

2 Man Rate $580.(HI/pcr month

—MERCER MANORAPARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people). 3 liednxims furnished.
Units have fireplaces. A/C. dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
9 1/2 mos. $850.0O/mo. + utilities (5 person rate)
9 1/2 mos. $775.00/mo. + utilities (4 person rale)
9 1/2 mos. $725.00/mo. + utilities (3 person rale)

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS*
818 Thurstin. 624. 670 and 656 Erazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
bedrooms. 2 baths, furnished Units have dishwashers and
garbage disposals.
FR££ MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVWOOO HEALTH SPA

Membership includes indoor pool, whirlpool sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 Maple St.

3 man rate still available

Come see us lor a complete listing of locations

419.352.9378

$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rale)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rale)
website www.wcnet.org/-gbrental
* Only applies to units with parental guarantees

':

Winthrop Terrace Apartments
Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for ALL Residents

Furnished & Unfurnished
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Free Heat and Water
1 & 2 Full Baths
2 Swimming Pools
24 hr. Maintenance
On-site Laundry Facilities
New Appliances
Weekend Hours: Sat. 10-2

Sun. 12-3

Call today 352-9135
Ask about our fall listings
400 Napoleon

i
*

■

- , .

II

(across from Mercer Manor)

HOPE MEDICAL INSTITUTE

FAX: (757) 873-6661

IIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Bentwood Subdivision

753 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Bldg. 2B, Newport News, VA 23606-3575

PHONE: (757) 873-3333

w

msmsmswm Choose Healthful Foods
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Lisa Rosser
Amy Richards

By its very definition, a
movie like "10 things I hate
about you" will not be original
or earth-shattering, but in its
own sweet way, it's a charmer.

HOT FIVE
1. "No Scrubs." TLC. LaFace.
2. "Believe." Cher. Warner Bros.
3. "What's It Gonna Be?!" Busta Rhymes.
4. "Every Morning," Sugar Ray. Lava.
5. "Heartbreak Hotel." Whitney Houston
Arista.
(From Billboard magazine]

TELEVISION
l.-ER.-NBC
2. "Frasfer." NBC
3. "Friends." NBC
4. "60 Minutes." CBS
5. Touched by an Angel." CBS
(From Nielsen Media Research)

Medical MD & Veterinary Programs
Congratulations
Sigma Kappa New Initiates

gel is the Oxy Pad set.

-Top Fives

Canadian author series continues
The BG News

with some normal concerns and
emotional baggage. Granted, the
script doesn't really flesh out
these folks, but it's nice to watch
a teen flick that doesn't seem
excessively condescending to
the audience — even if the tar-

The BG News
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY
I 12:00 1

APRIL 17,1999
12:30 1 1:00

BRC JADCAST

STATION: I

a>

Bug* 1 Tweety

Bugs a Tweety

Funnybunny

®

1

1:30

1

[P.J. Funnybny

2:00

1

Velveteen Rot

2:30

1

|Peld Program

3:00

1

3:30

1

4:00

Hang Time!

Inside Stufl

Senior PGA Golf PGA Seniors' Cnampionshs) - Tr»rd Round. Patn Beach Gardens. Fie. (live)

Wolf: Trevele

Victory Garden

Handyma'am X Thi. Old House [YsnkeeShop

Hometlme: Cotl

€0

lM7chig«n

Northern Exp.

TraaOtd House

Know Your Fire Jacques Pepin

©

Homer-Wkshp

More-Game

Movie: •» "The Crossrx; Guafd-(19BS. Drama) Jack Nicholson.

CD

Movie: * "NationalLampoons Last Resort" {1991, Comedy) Core; Ham. |Movle: .»» "Airp<aner(19eo, Comedy)Robert Hays, Julie Hagerry.

AUC

Movie: *** "TheCounterfeit Traitor"(1962. Drama) Watiam Holoen, UiPalmer.

Movie:«e« "Oaring U-( 1970, Comedy) Juke Andrews. I

COM

Bob-Margaret

Police Squad!

DISC

Discovery Newt Wemo(R)

Seeking the Reel Jeeae James (R) Into the Unknown (R)

Discover Magazine "Speed' (R)

ENC

(11:S5)Kredore Arthur Hiler (R)

Movie: »• "Author! Aufhwr(1982. Comedy) Al Pactvj. Dyan Camon.

Movie: ttt'n "Homere"(1%7) Paul Newman

Police Squad!

Critic

[hYjmetJme: Log

|PoHce Squad!

Police Squsdl

4:30

Woodwright

Movie:««'i "Tr>eStx;sBunny,^dfli»Tner*fovie"(1979.(k>medyi

HBO

Dare to Compete

Police Squad!

HST TaleaottheGun(R)

Trailside: Adv.

Alien Empire (R) X

Brands Harris

Per. Gardener

Joy ol Painting

[victory Garden

V.I.P. (R) (in Slereo)

Kens: Warrior Princess (In Stereo)

Viper "Hoty Terror" (In Stereo) X

Martin X

•Available ..i Gfaafa Adminmraiar-s Office, JS4-420J

▼
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.
▼

| living Single X

[Movie: *•• Tammy and lit Bach4or"IMr) Ml

Saturday tight Live X

Daily Show (R|

Jaws In the Msdheiianean (R)

Science Mysteries (R)

Children Ride Free*

[Daily Show(R)

Under 4 Years, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Children Musi Ride in Child Keslrmnl Seals Provided

[Movie: «*'i "Operafon Condor" (1991) Jack* Chan

[Mr. Bean

New Addams

Sugar Ray Robinson

▼
Van w/Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

|Air Combat Combat Crew"

Engineers at Battle ol Bulge

Wanna Be a VJ Too Contestants vie lor selection as an MTV VJ. (In Stereo Live)

Road Rule* Hi

Road Rules (R)

Ultra Sound (R) |Ultra Sound

Reel Reda (R)

Tribe Time

Mafor League Baseball: Minnesota Twins at Cleveland Indians. From Jacobs Field (Live)

|MastsrsotWer

Restricted Hours on Holidays

Boxing Fighl Night al the Great Western Forum. Inglewood, Cain

Sliders "Roads Taken" (In Stereo)

TIC

Home Again (R) [Home Agein (R) Men-Tooiberts

Home Savvy (R) [Home Savvy (R) Psrsmedlcs "Straight Shoolers" (R) Trauma: Die In the ER (R)

TNT

Movie: Mr) "TheyUve"(1988. Science Fiction) Roddy P*»r.
|Road Rovers

Service Area Howling Grr<
Please lei drivct knovt how
many persons s
he nding

Movie: Jaws the lTSIS»TpS-(1»s7)

First Wave "Ekxir" (In Stereo) X

Farscape(R) X

Wayneheed

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

|Swom to Secrecy 'Nazi Gold" (R)

Myetery Science Theater 3000 (Ri Dark Skies "Beth Sides Now" X
[Men-Tootberle

[Movie: "The Karafe Kid, Part Two"

Movie: ••• "C«yo/Ano9S"(1998)NKolasCaoe.I

Weapona at War (R)

sc
san

(11 30) Behind the Mutlc" Cher"

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
▼
$1.25 Fare
For Elderly. Disabled Persons, & Children 4-1? w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required*

[SieksltEberl

EasyCookjn'

Mork t Mindy

NewAddaais

|Shlrfey Holmet | Eerie Indiana

UTV

VHI

5:30

Vietnam: Long Time Coming (R)

[Police Squad!

Movie: * "Sphere" (1998) Experts nvestigate a spaceship on the ocean floor. 1*0-13'B

Wingei

1

NFL Dtatt From New York.

FAM

USA

5:00

Christina Cooks Joanna Lund

Nightman "Blader" (In Stereo) I

ESPN Na Drill From New Yonc

TOON Buy One-Free

1

Movie:** 'Mi^ci«sryaninvoi*Man-(i992.Fanttsy)ChevyChase. [PaidProgram

s#

VankaeShop

1

Rock N' Roll Moments (R)

Movie: *'i "Tough ana Deadly"(1995. Drama) Billy Blanks. Roddy Peer. Movie: •»* "Trapped" (1989, Suspense) Kathleen Quinlan.
Biwlkjuice

[Frsatkuotd!

2 Stupid Dogs

[ScoobyDoo

QuickDraw

[ScoobyDoo

Quick Draw

Movie: "A Face to M For" (1999. Drama) Doug Savant. (In Stereo) ■

Movie:.»"i "CanoyrrmFevew«'rolh»Flien"|1995)TonyTodd.X

Betoro-Stars

|Ueriah Carey: Around the World |Belore-SUft

|Behind the Music "DuranOuran"

[Quick Draw

B.G. Taxi

TlliS MSVisM is financed III pjrt limn
jn opctjimp assisuiicc yunt Iron.
OI>OI Ac FTA

352-0796

[Quick Draw

BG I-i'i inftinnuiion »
jsjiljr-lc in large pnnt
jivl judio lape lomi.il
ii|ti>ii rcquc • i

TTYi 352-1545

Movie: •• "S!rrtngDistance"(1993) Bruce Waits.

1

[Movie: .. "The Jackson An Amervan Dream' (1992. Biography)

( .ill I hour hcliirc serxii-c is needed.

SATURDAY
1 6:00 1

6:30

1

7:00

1

7:30

1

8:00

1

8:30

1

9:00

1

9:30

1 10:00 1

10:30 1

11:00 1

www.WebDorm.com

11:30

1 BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
G>
S)

Newel

CBS News

ER "Night-Shiri- (In Stereo)!

Early Edition "FTich Hitlers" I

Martial Law "Substitutes" |R) X

Ntwal

ABC Wld News

Zoo Woe From the Toledo Zoo.

Big Moment (In Stereo) X

Movie: *** "Copycat" (1995. Suspense) Sigoumey Weaver. X

|Sons ol Thunder "Into the B;a:<"

News I

NBC News

Better Homes

[Cash Explosion NBA Showtime |NBA Basketball Los Angees Lakers at Utah Jazz. From tie Delta Center. (Live) X

News!

Outer Limits X

News I

"True flrf"

News!

SaL Night Livs

a>

Austin City Limits (In Slereo)

Lawrence Walk Show

Cinema Europe: H'wood

(D
©

Travels-Europe [Travels-Europe

Lawrence Walk Show

Full Circle (In Slereo) (Pan 2d 10) Antiques Roadshow X

Keeping Up

Hercules: Legendary Jmya.

Seinfeld X

Friends X

Cops "Atlanta"

America's Moat Wanted

X-Fllee "Kill Switch" (In Slereo) I

Had TV (R) (In Slereo) I

®

Home Improve. [Home Improve.

Frasierl

Frailer X

7 Days "Lasl Card Up" (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Voyager "Counterpoint"'

lews I

New York Undercover "Missing"

AMC Movie: •»« "Three Cons m the Fountain" (1954. Drama) Cktlon Webb
COM Dally Show (R) |L>allyShow|R) Saturday Night UveX
DISC

Ultimate Guide "Ants" (fi)

ENC

(4:45) Movie:

Storm WemingI |R)

|Cope "Atlanta"

Antiques Roadshow X

New Red Green New Red Green Airport (In Slereo) (Part 2 of 3) X

Movie:*** "The Pmoe and the Showgrrr(1957) Laurence Owier.
Dana Carvey: Critic's Choice (R)

CVMNRJM

Wild Discovery "Gator!" (R)

Ultimste Guide "Ants" (R)

Stand |Pulp Comics V

|Movle: •» "Little rV*i»a"(1968. Drama) Saiey Poitier Movie: *'4 "A ThousandAcres"(i997, Drama) Mcrwlle Pfeffler. I

ESPN NFL Draft Fro~ Now York

Sportscerrlsr

Keeping Up

|Home Improve.

(5"00) Movie ««!i "TheKarate Kid. Part Two -(1986) Movie: ** Trsin«va»/WPilt/(r(1969) A martal arts student delends his local title.

HBO

4 30) Movie:

South Park (R)

|Bob-Margaret

Justice Bles "Young and Deadly"

|Ultra Sound (R)

Hindenburg (R)

Celebrity Death | Celebrity Death

Road Rules (R)

MTV

ultra Sound

SC

NBA Basketball Charlotte Homels al Cleveland Cavalers. From Gund Arena. (Uve)

|Baasball

|"TheFan"(198l)

Road Rules (R)

Ultrasound

Ulra Sound

Wanna Be a VJ Too Conteslanls vie lor selection as an MTV VJ (R)

Sports News

FOX Sports News

Movie. .. OMrSU'S. i.:SS9

TLC

Secret History ol the Presidency

Plot to Kill Lincoln (R)

Free Fall (R)

Too Extreme: Danger (R)

TNT

Movie: .. "i "36 Hours 10 De" (1999. Suspense) Treat Williams. X

Cheexir^Gravrly

Movie: •• 'RockyIv~(i965. Drama) Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shre.

Movie:«..'i 'ThefloadlVamor-(i9ei. Adventure)MelGeson.

Movie: Mrti "Race lor Your Life, (^rteBrownr(1a77,Comtd»)

Acme Hour

us»

(4 30) Movie:

VHI

(4 00) Movie: ant T?»Ja<as(>is.AriAmeriranO™am"(i992.Biograr^)Uwrence-Hi«onJacobs (In Slereo) Divas Live

Movie: "Coming to America" (1968) An Alncan prince anlves in New York to ftndabnde X Happy Hour On Stereo) X

SUNDAY APRIL 18,1999
I 12:00 I 12:30 1 1:00
BROADCAST

STATIONS

1

1:30

m

TBA

TBA

TBA

<E>
«D
St

Paid Program

Paid Program

Entertainment Tonight (In Stereo)

ffi

1

2:00

|TBA

1

2:30

Golf Around the Globe

1

IR.I

3:00

1

3:30

1

4:00

|

4:30

[

5:00

1

Journey to Planet Earn

Lost Squadron

Market-Market

On the Money

Mclaughlin

Woodwright

Am. Woodshop

This Old House ] Home Cooking

Jewish Cooking Christine Cooks America Sews

Sewing-Nancy

Lawrence Welk Show

CD

Paid Program

Psid Program

Movie: *<4 "The Super"(1991, Comedy) Joe Peso. Vincent Gardenia.

IB

Greatest Pels

Greoteet Pets

Love Boat: The Next Wave (R) X IMovie: "started Man"

Mark Russell

| McLaughlin

|NBA Basketball

Nova "The Bombog of America" X
Hearthweekl

|Women-Health

NHL Hockey. Dallas Stars at Colorado Avalanche From McNichois Sports Arena (In Stereo Lrve) X

1
jMovie: **H "Return fo Peyton Place"(1961, Drama) C arol Lynley. Jefl Chandler.

COM Movie: •• "Historyor"Ihe World Partr'(1981,&xtiady)MelBrooks.
DISC

Eco-Challenge: Camels. Kayaks and Caravans. (R)

ENC

(10:15) Movie: "The Blue Ma<"

|Grt Romances |Every-Elegance

Movie: •* "PC.ir(l994. Comedy) Jeremy Prven. Chris Young.

| Eco-Challenge: Miles From Nowhere (R)

Witness Protection Program

Movie:.* "Tr»Cu*»pperCaff*Company-(1972)

ESPN (11:00) NFL Drat! From New York.

|Movie: •• "7reCrxa^^KlO"(1985)Er«FMoelt«.

|Movio:**% ,«eveyio»o/meAv)ros"(1984,Comedy)RoberlCarradine.

[Movie:** "Pans WhenlrSizzles"(t964,Comedy)W*iamHolden.

Auto Racing: IROC

Movie: •« Casper A Sorted Beginning" (1997) Sieve Gutlenberg

Shirley Holmes |Eerie Indiana

|New Addams

HBO

UniversoulCir. JMovie:*'! "ExcessBaggage-(1997)"PG-13'X

Movie: • "Speed2 Cru.se CcrsrO

[1997, S.speiio; Sandra Busock PG-13 [Violence; ■ Movie:••• -Ganaca"(i99/)EthanHawke "PG-13"

HIST

(1 ISO) Hone: ** Viday"(\9»i) Sylvester Statute. |Century: America's Tims (R)

Century: America'a Time (R)

MTV

Wanna Be a VJ Too Search Party IR) (In Slereo)

Wanna Baa VJ

Wanna Be a VJ Too (R) (In Slereo) Wanna Be a VJ

SC

Motorcycle Racing: Superbe.es

Snowboarding: On the Edge

Boring Figh: Nqht at the Great Western Forum hgiewaod Call' (R)

Earth 2 (In Stereo) X

American Gothic "Rebirth" X

Movie: •* "Tnx*s"(1997, Horror) Tmolhy BusheM, Brenoa Bakke. X

Movie:.. "TheCar"(1977)

Killer Bees (R)

Mystery ol the Ghost Galleon (R)

Atlantis: The Lost Continent (R)

Home Savvy (R) |Home Savvy (R) Wotlman-Myth and Science

TNT

In the Heat ol the Night (In Stereo) In the Heat ol the Night (In Stereo) Movie: **v> "36Hours fo De"(l999, Suspense) Treat Wiiams, X
Beetiejuice

1 Addams Family RoadRovera

Godzilla

New Addams

Century: Americs s Time (R)

TLC

TOON Ghostly Creep From the Deep

|Mr. Bean

|Supsr Friends

IMovie:***'! "Superman" (1978)

Century: America's Time (R)

Wanna Be a VJ

Ultra Sound

Motorcycle Racing

Soccer: English Premier League

In Pursuit of the Shroud (R)

Movie; .... -r?:a SnaoowR«»r5"(19e2, Weslem)Tom SelBck.
Taz-Mania

|Tu-Manla

Movie: ... "U-dnght Run"(1968. Comedy-Drama) Robert De Niro (In Slereo) I

Movie: "Comtig to America" (1988) An Alncan pmce arrrves n New York lo find a bnde X Movie: **'i "Crocod/e Dundee If"

Dives live (R) (In Stereo)

Dives Live 1991 - Popped-Up (R) | Behind the Music "BetleMxJer

1

7:00

1

7:30

1

8:00

1

8:30

1

9:00

I

9:30

|WhereAreThayNow7"80s"(R)

1 10:00 1

Need a good attitude in handling
deadlines and pressure-oriented situations

Bugs Bunny a Deify

VHI

6:30

An understanding of: basics of good
design; type styles and usage, page
layout; importing graphics/photos from
outside applications, and scanning
techniques.

ICentury: Amer.

Wanna Be a VJ Too (R) (In Stereo)

USA

1

ualifications
Software experience in QuarkXPress,
Photoshop and Illustrator for the Mac.

|NASCAR Shop

FAM

SCIFI Alien Nation "Three to Tango" X

|Morkl Mindy

for the 1999-2000 school year.

|SWATTeam(R)

Movie: *.'i "Swing SrVf"(l9B4) Gokte Hawn. X

Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup - Goody's 500 Uartmsvi le. Va. (Lrve) X

Now
Hiring

'Computer
Production Artists

IMovie: >• "Before and After" (1996, Drama) Meryl Slreep. Lam Neeson

CABLE STATIONS

SUNDAY
1 6:00

O

|Auto Racing: CART FedEx Champ - G.P. ol Long Beach

Firing Une: DMA Editors

s-\i
V»r'^

BG News is

5:30

|PGA Golf: MO Classic - Frual Round Hilton Head, S.C. (Uve) X

Figure Skating: Hershey's Ktsses Challenge. X

NBA Basketball: Regional Coverage - Pistons at Magic or SuperSones al Suns

(10 30) Movie: "Peyton Place"

Brought to you by The College Wei; Network
wvvw.collegev.'«ti.com

[Belore-Sters

Senior PGA Gotl PGA Seniors' Championship - Final Round. Palm Beach Gardens. Fla (Lrve) X

AMC

through live Webcams.

Movie: Warn, Models" (1995. Comedy) Gregory Van Dam. (In Stereo)

ih Slereo

^

WebDormers as you view them

FOX Sports News

Movie: MH "Lenalhan" (1989, Science FicKy.) Peter Weller. X

|Ghoets-Scooby |FHrrlatoneeX

Chat and interact with

[Boxing: Brown vsMosley

Movie: •• DeepStar Sir" (1969, Science Fiction) Taurean Blacque.
Too Extreme: Danger

^^

|Movle: ti'i "Any Which Way You Can"(l960. Comedy) Clrtl Eastwood

Movie: ** "V«cvy"|1981) A*ed prisoners tight German captors on the soccer held.

Cavs Fast Break NBA Action (R)

^
^HJ^O>^

virtual dormitory.

|8pottittjnttr X

5 00) Movie: "Jaws the Revenge"

Quick Draw

the first ever,

Dana Carvey: Critic's Choice IR)

SCIFI

TOON QuickDraw

Come and see

New Detectives "Unlikely Sources"

Movie: «*'i "Sw»crl"(l991.Comedy)EllenBarkn.

jMovie: "The Rainmaker" (1997) A rookie lawyer goes up against a big msuranoe company. [Movie: "The JertSulT (1999. Drama) John Cusack. Premiere. I
Secrets ol World Wsr II |R|

students nationwide.

Scottish Fiddle Orchestra

Movie: *'i 'Teen-Age Caveman"(1958) Robert Vaughn, Leslie Bradley.

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red VWigs at Chcago Blackhawks. From UraterJ Center (Live) X

FAM

HIST I History Undercover (R)

Peek into the lives of college

jBeloreThey

Applications in 204 West Hall
■aaajflLMfefe.

Deadline is Friday. April 23 at noon

10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

1 BROADCAST STATIONS

<D

News I

CBSNews

60 Minutes (In Stereo) X

CD

NewsX

ABC Wld News

Movie: *.*'i "FlyAway Hom8-(1996. Drama) Jell Daniels. X

a)
s>

|Touched by an Angel (In Stereo)

Movie: "Havng Our Say The Delany Srsters' First 100 Years" (1999) X

News I

ER (In Stereo) X

20/20 X

NawtX

Slskel t Ebert

[Practice "Home Invasions" X

Movie: •«»') "A Few Gooo,Wen"(l992. Drama) A Navy lawyer defends two Marines n s comrade's death X NewsX

NBA Basketball: Rockets at Spurs or Pacers at Heat

Pensacola-Wing

Lawrence Welk Show

Full Circle (In Stereo) (Pan 3 ol 10) Alien Empire (R) X

Masterpiece Theatre "Reckless, the Sequel" (in Stereo) X

Monty Python

69

Tony Brown

Attenborough in Paradise X

Allen Empire (R) X

Masterpiece Theatre "Reckless, the Sequel" (in Stereo) X

Mystery! "A Cenam Justice" X

€0

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X

World's Funniest! (In Stereo) IB

Simpsons (R) X [Family Guy X

X-Files "Miiagro" (In Slereo) X

X-Flloa "Anasaii" X

Walker, Ttxaa Ranger (In Slereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X

Star Trek: Voyager "Counterpoint- Scared Straight! 20 Years Later (In Stereo) X

News I

Ray a Mickey

ffl

[Religion-Ethics

|SportaTVDet

Monty Python

[Transition

1 CABLE STATIONS
Movie:*•• '"Po«efMoney"('972.ComeoV)PaulNewman X

Movie: *»% The Moly ««aowes_(1970, Drama) Fuchard Hams.

COM

Movie: « • "History of the World: Part 1" (1981. Comedy) Mel Brooks.

Movie: »«'i "Revenge otthe f*ras"(l984. Comedy) Robert CanaOne

Saturday Night Uve

DailyShowrp,)

DISC

Carrier - Fortress at Sea Voyages of the earner USS Carl Vltson. (R)

Behind Enemy Unas

USS. Forrestal-Crnical

FBI Fllea "Human Prey" (R)

ENC

Movie: **"> "Desperately Seeking Susan" {1985) Rosanna Arquetie

Movie: **S "AirAmtKaf (1990, AoVenture) Mai GaJson. (In Stereo)

AMC Movie: ..'i '\-ghtPassage"{\»7) James SMwart. |Bahlnd-Screen

ESPN Horse Racing: Lone Starlexngton iSportacanter
FAM

iBaaeoaH

|B-24: The Lost Liberator

Movie:». Tna/andError"(1997)MichaelReharos. |Mo\rle: ThirsT

Major League Baseball: Seattle Manners at Anaheim Angels. From Edison International Field ol Anaheim X

(600) Movie: *i«": "Suoerr-an" [ 1978, Fantasy) Christopher Reeve

Movie: vfcrsH■ Jcdan AnAn»r«avirlero"(i999)Deto*Ailer r

]UprightCrlixen

[Sportscenter X

iMovie: -v.tw'Jordan ArATencanHero"(i999)DebB*Alan X

HBO

(4 30) Movie:

Movie: •• -US. MarshaS-(l998) Sam GerarrJ gets caught up n another tugrnve case X

Movie: **** "Uanz "(1997) Leonardo DiCapno Oscar-vnnrang account of the doomed 1912 ocean Inor. X

HIST

Century: Amer.

Century: Americas Time (R)

Sworn to Secrecy "Ultra Enigma"

M'V

(6 00) Wanna Be a VJ Too Contestants via lor selection as an MTV VJ. (R) (In Stereo)

UtraSound

SC

Soccer: English Premier League

Gom'Deep

FOX Sports Newe

FOX Sports News

Burning Zone (In Stereo) X

visitor "The Devi's Rainbow" HI

Mystery Science Theater 3000

san

|Telea ol the Gun The M-ir (R)

Boxing: Fight Tme. (Uve)

hjetory Undercover

|Ultra Sound (R) Road Rusts (R) [RoadRulea(R)

Cetatirlry Death [Tom Green (R)

6 00) Movie: ** "The Car"(l977) Space: Above and Beyond X

Dark Skies 'To Prey ii Darkness-

TIC

Savage Seas (R) 1 Killer Storms

Human Sexes "Dflerent but EquaT' Intimate Universe: Life Story

Intimate Universe: Building a Baby Human Sexee "Different but Equal"

TNT

Movie: *•'■* "TheDesperate rra«-(199S. Western) Sam Elliott

All-Star Tribute lo Johnny Cash

All-Star Tribute to Johnny Cash (R)

TOON Hong Kong

|Jec*er|aw

How'd They Do That?

Arematviaca

|ScoobyDoo

USA

5:00) Movie: "Crocoo* DunoBe II" WWF Sunday Ntgrrt Heal I

VHI

jehind the Music "Shan* Twarf

i

Fllntstones I

[Tax Avery

Toonlloads

|Tom and Jerry

Pacrhc Blue "Lucky 13" (In Slereo) Silk Staaungs -Nor" I

Shania Twain's Winter Break (R)

L

More-Stars

jBafrxa-Stara

Behind the Music "TIC" (R)

JohnrryBravo

|Ed, EddnEtldy Cow*Chicken [PowtrputlGale
-

WITH DOCTORS.

True Action Adventures (R)

Silk Stealings "Nor 1

La Femme NWta "Open Heart" X

Behind the Musk "Selena" (R)

MiWiheMuaicTLC"(R)

Smoking contributes to a woman's risk of heart disease
and stroke, which increases your chance of seeing doctors.
But is that the kind of date you'd like? To learn more, visit
wwwamencanheart.org
or call 1-800-AHA-USA1.

.
American Heari

Association

Sports jQ

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Beginning of end at Tiger Stadium
By DAN NIED
The BG News
DETROIT — On April 20,
1912, the same week the Titanic
sank to the bottom of the
Atlantic, baseball was given a
home in Detroit.
On Monday, baseball began
its farewell to that home. The
last opening day in Tiger Stadium ended with extra innings,
just like the first.
The Tigers beat the Indians 65 in 11 innings that day in 1912.
Monday, it look the Minnesota
Twins 12 innings to get the only
run on the board.
But the day was more about
the stadium than the team.
With the Red Sox looking into
a stadium deal to replace Fenway Park, which opened the
same day as Tiger Stadium, the
era of the classic stadium may
have began its demise.
"The game of baseball would
not be what it is today without
these stadiums," said American
League president Gene Budig.
"We are thankful they are here."
Budig pointed out that the
game of baseball would not exist
without old teams like the
Tigers.
"We are thankful that we
have the Detroit Tigers in the
American
League,
Budig said. "It is a
franchise
that
has produced
extraordinary
athletes
over
the
years and
Tiger Stadium has
been a big
part
of
that."

History
of the
corner
The storie'd history of Tiger
Stadium is long and fascinating.

one of the worst views in baseball. You can't see a lot and they
are very small, it's hard to stand
without hitting your head."
"So I don't think a lot of people lake those things into consideration. The new ballpark is
ft. " ' •
going to be extra special and
once the fans see it they're going
to warm up to it and know that
it is one of the best places in the
country," Trammell added.
&&&.'
The Tigers have vowed to
simulate the feel of an old ballpark in Comerica Park. They
will also keep some of the features thai made Tiger Stadium a
special place. The right field
overhang lhal protrudes 10 feet
The Future
beyond the lower deck will be
The last game at Tiger Stadi- preserved. Like Tiger Stadium,
\
um will take place Sept. 27 Comerica Park will feature the
against the Kansas City Royals. deepest center field fence in
After that, the Tigers will move baseball. However, the fence
to the heart of downtown will be moved in from 440 feel to
Detroit into Comerica Park. 420 feet.
BG News Photo/VINCE GUERRUIERRI
While many will be sentimental
Comerica Park will also have
about Tiger Stadium, they will a beer garden with a view of the
Tiger's Pitcher Willie Blalr pitches to the Twins' Chad Allen an the last opening day in Tiger Staalso embrace Comerica Park as a field and an open view of the
dium. The stadium will close after this year. It has stood since 1912.
necessity.
Detroit skyline from any seat in
memories from people associatOver 100 years have passed
"I know what goes on behind the Stadium.
since the first pitch was thrown
the scenes here," he said. "For
In 1923, Navin had a press ed with the park.
Even with the sentiment that
"One of the greatest memo- instance, the dugouts here have
there. It has seen four world box built and double decked the
old parks like Tiger Stadium
series teams.
stands from first base to third ries of this
command, Budig sees the new
Baseball has had a home on base, expanding the saeting place is 1984,
stadium as a natural progression
when
we
won
the corner of Michigan and capacity to 30,000.
of the game of baseball.
the
world
Trumbull since 1896, when the
The park was again expanded
"I feel the same way the fans
Tigers played their games in in 1938 when it was renamed series," said
do " Budig said, "But I also
Bennett Park, which was Briggs stadium in honor of new Former Tiger
know thai the only way this
designed to hold Tiger's owner Walter Briggs. He shortstop Alan
Trammel).
franchise can be competitive in
8,000 fans.
double decked the outfield "We won the
the long term is to have a state of
In 1912, stands, increasing seating to division
at
the art facility. It's fundamental
the Tigers 53,000.
home and then
economics
of what the total
demolBriggs Stadium was dubbed beat the Royequation is."
ished
Tiger Stadium in 1960. Since als in the playThe Tigers promise thai ComBenthen, stadium renovations have offs here and
erica Park will be stale of the art.
| nett
down-sized the park to 47,000 then we won
Ppark
However, baseball fans, both old
seats, which is the current seat- the
World
and new, might argue that it is
and
ing capacity.
Series at home
erectimpossible to gel more state of
In 1948, Tiger Stadium too."
ed
the art than the stadium which
became the last park in the
"So
we
23,000
has played host to the last 87
American league to install a were able to
seat
opening days. II will fall at the
lighting system.
celebrate three
Navin
hands of a wrecking ball and a
times at home,
Field,
matter of keeping up with their
BG
News
Photo/VINCE
GUERRIERI
which is nice
named after Good times, Bad
economy after this season.
because
if
you
Tiger's
owner
Tiger's hitting coach Alan Trammell signs autoThe people behind Comerica
view
celebrate on
Frank Navin. Eventually Navin
graphs before the last opening day game at Park definitely have their work
The last opening day at Tiger
the
road
it
field evolved into Tiger StadiTiger Stadium.
cut out for them.
Stadium brought back floods of
doesn't really
matter, but when you're at home
it makes it a little bit better."
Trammell also recalled the
1971 All Star game when Reggie
Jackson hit a ball off the facing
of the right field roof, perhaps
the most famous home run in
All Star history.
Gene Budig marveled at the
stadium structure.
"It is a marvelous facility,"
Budig said. "The fans are always
near the action and it is humbling to think of the large number of baseball's very best who
have performed here. It's a
who's who."

At*

V

Ari

Women's tennis takes on
rival BSU over weekend

Baseball shuts out,
shuts down NIU
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
A pair of shutouts Wednesday
helped the Bowling Green baseball team move into first place in
the Mid-American Conference's
east division.
In the doubleheader against
the Northern Illinois Huskies,
the Falcons won 4-0 and 15-0
improving their MAC record to
8-2 (18-13 overall). The Huskies
fall (o 1-9, 4-25-1 overall.
Last week's MAC pitcher of
the week, Jason Kelley (6-1),
paved the way in game one with
his second consecutive complete
game shutout. Kelley chalked up
five strikeouts while walking
five Northern bailers and holding the Huskies to just six hits.
"He (Kelley) had good stuff,"
said coach Danny Schmitz. "I
wouldn't say his best stuff, but
he made Ihe big pitches when he
had to. The guys helped him out
playing solid defense."
Brad Gavelek (1-6) pitched the
entire game for Northern.
Gavelek held the BG bats in
check for the first four innings.
"We came out a little flat,"
Schmitz said. "It was a pitchers
duel for the first four innings.
We had a little talk before the
fifth inning. I told them that

Northern Illinois was not going
to give us anything. We would
have to go out there and earn a
win. That seemed to get the
things going."
Aric Christman reached first
base on a bunt single in the fifth.
Kenny Burdine sacrificed him to
second. Then first baseman Bob
Niemet doubled down the right
field line scoring Christman and
giving BG a 1-0 lead.
The Falcons added three in
the seventh. Christman again
started things off with a one-out
single to center. A single by Burdine was followed by a two-RBI
double from Alan Gilhousen.
Shaun Rice entered the game
pinch running for Gilhousen.
Rice promptly stole third and
scored on a Gavelek wild pitch.
Tie victory in game two gave
BG their first back-to-back
shutouts in a double header
since April 8,1995.
Left-handed pitcher Chris
Vaught (2-2) got the win for the
Falcons. Chad Curlis, Ryan Streb
and Mike Muzi saw action in
relief.
Vaught received some help
from a four run first inning from
the BG offense.
Len Elias led the game* off
with a single. Niemet and
Gilhousen followed with singles

By MARK WIESE
The BG News
After a strong home performance last weekend at Keefe
courts, the women's tennis team
looks to continue their surge to a
Mid-American
Conference
championship.
With last weekend's sweep
over Buffalo 7-0, Akron 5-2 and
Cleveland State 7-0, BG boosted
its record to 13-4 overall and an
important 4-2 in conference play.

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE

The Falcon baseball stifled Northern Illinois Wednesday to take
over first place lead over Ohio in the MAC east division.
of their own loading the bases.
Freshman Sean Ryan also singled driving in two runs. Singles
by Christman and Matt Marcum
scored the next two runs.
"I feel more comfortable
when I come out and we have a
lead," Vaught said. " There's a
little more room for error and I
don't have to be as precise with
my pitches. It's just nicer to have
a lead."
Northern used six pitchers in
the game. Brian Miller (0-6)
recorded the loss.
BG scored again in the third
on an RBI from Ryan. Four more

runs came in the fourth inning
highlighted by Niemet stealing
home. The Falcons led 11-0.
The hitting continued in the
fifth as BG scored four more
times, rounding out the days
scoring.
Matt Marcum went 4 for 4 in
game with four RBI. Sean Ryan
led the way with six RBI, in a 3
for 4 performance which included a triple.
"Sean Ryan is one of those
guys who was bom with a bat in
his hand,"
Schmitz said.
"He loves to be up when the
game is on the line."

The Falcons only have three
MAC matches remaining, all
against strong opponents. They
will play in a crucial match
against conference rival Ball
State on Saturday.
"We have to concentrate on
being more competitive because
we play stronger teams in the
last three matches," BG tennis
player Tracy Howitt said.
The Falcons are now sitting in
the fourth spot in the MAC
while BSU is in the sixth spot.
With a win this weekend the Falcons can move closer to Miami,
who sits on top of the league.
A young BSU team brings a
conference record of 4-3 and an
overall record of 10-6 to Keefe
courts for the match against BG.
Led by two-year letter winner
Gayle Larsen, the Cardinals are

looking to knock off the Falcons
to keep their own MAC hopes
alive.
"The match against Ball State
is going to be really tough, but
we are ready to win," Howitt
said.
BG went on a tear last weekend, collecting 16 of the 18 singles matches and 8 of the 9 doubles matches for the weekend.
The Falcons need a repeat performance this weekend to keep
the momentum moving in the
right direction.
Individually for BG, sophomore Abby Bratton was named
MAC Conference female scholar-athlete of the week for her
perfect showing in the sweep
last weekend.
"Abby is really smart on and
off the court," Howitt said. "She
is a real competitor."
Bratton went a flawless 5-0 in
singles action pushing her personal record to 27-5 for the season. This mark breaks the school
single season record for wins,
which previously stood at 26.
The Falcons will host the Cardinals at Keefe courts Saturday
with matches beginning at 10
a.m.
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Baseball faces Kent
in 2 double headers
While BG is the best team in
the MAC in pitching with a team
ERA of 4.81. Kent ranks seventh
in the conference (6.57 ERA).

By MATT STEINER
The BO News
Saturday and Sunday, the first
place Falcons host the Kent
Golden Flashes in a pair of doubleheaders. Kent is currently
third in the Mid-American Conference east division (14-13, 5-4
MAC).
"Kent is the only team to have
made the conference tournament every year since it was
reinstated," BG Coach Danny
SchmitZ said. "That definitely
gives them bragging rights."
The Flashes are coming off a
doublcheadcr against Central
Michigan Wednesday, winning
one and losing one. Kent has
been hot lately, winning seven of
their last ten.

The Falcons have held their
opponents to just a .255 batting
average for a total of 222 hits.
Both are tops in the MAC.
Kent sits in tenth place, allowing the opposition to hit .329.
"We got out of the gales a little slow," Schmilz said. "Of late,
we're doing a nice job (pitching).
We want that to continue. We
will be challenged to keep that
going. We still have 22 more
MAC games to go and the rest of
the conference has proven themselves to be good ballclubs."
Kent fields a strong hitting
team currently ranked third in
the conference (.329) behind Ball
State and Ohio. Junior Jess

iy,_^

Friday, April 16, 1999, 1999.

BG tries to end 20 year losing streak to
Ball State, prepares for rest of season

Baseball

Kent

By WILLIAM R. SANDERSON

• Saturday and
Sunday 1 p.m.
Sleller Field

The BG News
I

BG: 18-13 overall, 8-2MAI
Miami: 14-13overall, 5-4MAC
• BG is in first place in the MAC

Bechard has led the way recently. Bechard hit .443 last week
with six doubles, 14 RBIs and
one home run.
The Flashes feature two MAC
Freshman-of-the-Year hopefuls
in outfielder Dave Matlle and
John VanBenschoten. Mattle is
fourth on the team with a .376
average and leads the team with
41 hits. He is second in RBI with
27. VanBenschoten is hitting .301
and is second on the team with
six homers.

There are supposed to be two
sure things in life, death and
taxes. Mid-American Conference
teams can add something else,
Ball Slate tennis.
After hosting Eastern Michigan this afternoon, (he Falcons
will try to beat the defending
MAC champion Cardinals. BSU
has an overall record of 9-8, but
is a perfect 5-0 in league play.
The Falcons are third in the
league with a conference record
of 3-1. Their overall record
stands at 9-9.
Cardinal dominance is nothing new. Ball Stale has won 14
MAC titles and lost a mere 30
league matches in their 25 year
history. The last time the Falcons
beat Ball Slate was during the

1978-79 season.
Bowling Green is coming off a
5-2 loss to Miami. BG coach Jay
Harris thinks the team is
rebounding well from it.
"We learned last week what
we have to do," Harris said.
"Xavier was a warm up for
Miami and in a way Eastern is a
warm up for Ball State."
Ball State's overall record is a
little deceptive as most of their
matches have been against
nationally-ranked opponents.
Among others the Cardinals
have faced are 26th ranked
Notre Dame, 32nd ranked TexasChristian, 33rd ranked Purdue
and 37th ranked Northwestern.
BSU is coming off a 7-0
shutout of Buffalo.
"With Ball State we can't be
intimidated," junior Mall Wiles
said. "They are solid every single year. They pull matches out

even when you don't think they
will. They have got that tradition."
"It's definitely a match that
we should win convincingly,"
Harris

said.

"They

finished

towards the bottom of the MAC
the last couple of years"
The Eagles are 8-17 overall
and 1-4 in league play Last week
they were victimized 6-1 by
Northern Illinois.
Ed Kuresman is expected to
see action in doubles
"He's battled his way back
from mono which he had in January and February," Harris said.
"He's up to 100% and I think
he's ready to step up for us."

Women's Track runs to win over Detroit, Toledo
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
The Howling Green women's
track and field team wasted no
time earning its first victory of
the outdoor season after competing in three meets where no team
scores were kept.
The Falcons downed Detroit
and Toledo on Tuesday at Whittaker Track by scoring 156

points. Detroit managed 117 and
Toledo 100.
BG took top honors in 11
events, a total that left coach
Steve Price with a positive feeling on the day's work.
"Our girls won all four of the
throwing events; 1 was pleased
with that," Price said. "It was a
good meet. It gave kids who
don't normally get to compete a
chance to do so."

Lori Williams led the way for
BC in the field hy winning the
shot put (43- 9 3/4) and the discus (1 59-8). Her shot put dislance
was a new personal best and her
discus total was the best by a
Mid-American Conference athlete this year.
Emily Cokinos and Lisa Keegan took top honors in the
javelin and hammer throw,
respectively. Cokinos launched
her projectile 131-7, while Keegan followed last weekend's stellar perlormance with a toss of
167-8.
Keegan became a provisional
qualilier for the NCAA champi-

onships by notching a 185-11 try
at the Sea Way Relays in
Knoxville, Tenn.
Other winners for the Falcons
included Jennifer Easterlin in the
pole vault (9 feel), Stephanie
Held! in the high-jump (5-8),
Wcndv Lichl-Ordwav in the
5,000 meters (17:58.66), Laura
Deneau in the 1,500 meter run
(4:51.99) and Christine Thompson in the 3,000 (10:12.44).

Tracy'Hill won the 400 (56.59)
in strong enough fashion to
record the second fastest MAC
time ol this season and combined that leal with a leg ol [he
championship 1,600 meter relay

team.
Kelly Mansell, Kristilynn Burnett and Jovone I loupe combined with Hill to handle the
race in 3:57.05.
BG heads to Kalamazoo,
Mich. Saturday (or the Western
Mulligan Tri-Meel against Western Michigan, Central Michigan
and Ball State.
Ball State and Central are two
of the top five teams in the MAC
this year according to Price. His
learn will be extremely shorthanded thanks to a rash of illness, injii!\ and previous commitments.
"We are going to go in deplet-

ed, but we will try everything we
can to win," Price said. "We've
got weddings, national guard
duty and some people who need
to focus on academics."
A handful of school recordholders and other top athletes
will sit out the meet for the Falcons.
Top
distance-runner
Hanane Sabri is in the hospital
with an ulcer problem, and
I luina Han, the team's top triple
jumper, may have damaged cartilage in her knee.
Keegan,
Licht-Ordway and Andrea Cook,
the school record-holder in the
pole vault will also not participate.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

y

134 E. Wooster St. # B One bedroom unlutnished apartment. Located
downlown. Large looms Resident pays all utilities. $360.00 per month
plus utilities tor a 12 month lease Available alter 7/31/99
328 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unlumished apartment. Located
downtown Huge master bedroom Front enclosed porch Gas Heal. Okay
lor groups ol lour Resident pays all utilities $490.00 per month plus utilities lor a 12 month lease Available aller 7/23/99.
332 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located
downtown Huge master bedroom Front enclosed porch. Okay lor
groups ol tour Resident pays all utilities. $495.00 per month lor a 12
month lease. Available after 7/31/99

.>

336 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located
downtown Huge master bedroom Fronl enclosed porch Okay lor groups
ol tour. Residenl pays all utilities. $440.00 per monlh lor
.• a 12 month lease Available alter 7/23/99

332 S. Main
(Our Only Office)

Quality University Programs Responsive to
Community Needs''

|p|Summer
*Jvr begins

April 19th!*

|S| Pick up the BGSU summer courses you need
*vj" for your degree
iQi% Sign up for flexible five-week or eight-week summer
*wr- sessions
J.515 Enjoy a variety of enrollment options designed to
*■* meet your needs
I'^is Choose from daytime or evening courses
£!?>, Find a complete summer course listing online at
"i^fS www.firelands.bgsu.edu/schedules/summer99.html

*

Summer Open Registration
begins Monday, APRIL 19th
WHIN B? DICK CUSACK tNSPHtTDBYlHf MM [ HIIIIID" NICHH KOHtHAAS" BVHFtHRICK VON KLFIST DHCHO BY JOHN MM

BGSU
^SSr
Firelands

SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 9 PM ET/PT
WWW.DD0.com

;i999 Home BOI Olt«». I avion m Time Warner ErieiUmimni Comojny I P »» ugh* ifMivel » Sarru ir»->s ol

One University Drive
Huron, Ohio 44839

419433-5560 or
800-322-4787
www.firelands.bgsu.edu/schedules/summer99.html

QOkBLECDMM
YOUR LOCAL CABLE TV CONNECTION

I

TIT*

Wirner trtfjmronil comojry I P

Channel 45
352-8424
*>

ITS NOT TV ITS HBO*
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| Coach unhappy with softball team
problem in the 9-1 loss at Ohio
State Tuesday. The loss dropped
BG's overall record to 7-18. The
Falcons are 2-5 in Mid-American
Conference play.
"The hitters are questioning
themselves instead of just playing relaxed," Ross-Shaw said.
"Everyone needs to step up and
hit instead of hitting for a few
innings. We can hit off our own
pitchers, but we're not relaxed
against other pitchers."
With all that, a series of home
doubleheaders is probably what
BG needs right now.
"We're definitely due for a
home game," Ross-Shaw said.
"With the way things are going,
we need to get on our home turf
and see what can happen."
The Falcons face Marshall and
Ohio for the second time in two
weekends. BG look two games

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Bowling Green softball coach
[Leigh Ross-Shaw is definitely
Kunhappy with her team's perforrmance in their three-game losing
llstreak.
She said the problem is quite
|i simple. When playing against
I, each other in practice, they play
well. Against players wearing
different jerseys, it is a different
story.
"I have no real leaders stepping up," Ross-Shaw said.
"Sometimes, we don't play with
heart. We're putting ourselves
under a microscope instead of
just playing ball. It is a mental
thing."
Ross-Shaw said hitting has
been a problem. That was a big

from Marshall, but lost two in
Athens.
The Thundering Herd are 1915 overall and 3-4 in conference
play entering Friday's doubleheader. They went 1-2 last weekend, losing to Akron and splitting against Kent. BG has won all
six meetings lifetime versus Marshall.
The Bobcats are 15-21 overall
and 6-2 in the MAC East. They
split doubleheaders against
Akron and Kent last weekend.
Before facing BG Saturday, Ohio
had
home
doubleheaders
against Cleveland State on Tuesday and Dayton on Wednesday.
They also have twinbill at Miami
on Friday. BG is 36-27 all-time
against Ohio, but the Bobcats
have won the last three meetings
including 3-2 and 7-1 in Athens
two weeks ago.

STUDENTS:
Come join us lor the
"Growing Through Grief" Series
Next Workshop:
"Grief: Looking to the Future"
Workshop Time: 6-7:30pm. Mon. April 19
Location: Counseling Center, 320 Saddlemue
Student Services
No advance registration necessary.
Questions? Call 372 2081

Classified
Ads

372-6977
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USG meetings are now in 113 Otscamp on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. They are also televised
every Tues. and Wed. on Ch. 24 at 11:00 p.m.
Show your support and involvement lor the
student body.

The BO Nr-» rrw-r-. the nt-in HI Jcdmt. di»i"itir.u<
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Read the
BG News
Everyday

LOST & FOUND
PERSONALS

Lost m rront of Kamikazes. Blue & Gold Class
ring. Sentimental value. Reward
Call
3524930.

CAMPUS EVENTS

AGDAGDAGD
Alpha Gamma Delta is interviewing for a
Houseboy for fall "99 & Spnng 2000. If interested, please call Tncia at 372-3194.
AGDAGDAGD

SERVICES OFFERED

•BEYOND BG"
Win a Nissan 300ZX. $2,000.00 cash. See*
ESPN's Jason Jackson. FREE Food & More'
Apnl 22..flpm...Anderson Arena

Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING

354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Gel ready tor the 1999 Wood County Humane
Sooory Mutt Slrul' Sunday, April 18 ai Perry
Sadium. Trie walk begins at 11:00am. All
proceeds Denefrt the WCHS. For more information, call Bill at 354-5301 or email al
davis@bgnetbgsu.edu (Pets are encouraged
to bnng their owners') Sponsored by Friends of
ttw Humane Society.
SAVETHE EARTH
Are you looking for a way to show the environment thai you appreciate all the great things it
does 'or you? Do this, collect seeds, burn
brush, restore praines. try to stop styrotoam
use on campus, and plan this years Earth
Week by joining the Environmental Action
Group. It's time well spent every Monday night
horn 9 to 10pm, in room 301 of University Hall.
Join because the environment needs you and
you need it.

Skydrve Now. Lessons at Skydive BG. 10
mins. Irom 6GSU. Student discounts.
Visa'MC.SkydrveBG 352-5200.
Stop Crime Now.
From pepper-spray to door alarms and much
more. For tree catalog write.
Stop Cnme Now
360 Colony Lane «41
Bowling Green, OH 43402

■ THEFUTURIIS

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Good luck to Alpha Phi's Beta 500 Team:
Jody Marshall, Shannon Riday, Kim McHenry.
Lmy Davis, Mandy Slater, Healtner Pitchford
and Casey Stevens.
BG Flea Market
Funky Retro Stuff
Sat. & Sun-Wood Counry Fairgrounds
BGSU-The Red Cross thanks you for your
support this yearl
Please give blood at Olscamp Hall
Today liam-5pm.

■

iKevyFont
Blue #3\
2

H

i

Delia Gamma • Sigma Chi
The sisters ol Delia Gamma
would hke to congratulate
Trisha Child*
lor being chosen as the

&gma Chi sweetheart!
Delta Gamma ' Sigma Chi
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Gymnastics takes on NIT
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
For the first time in their 25
year history, the Bowling Green
gymnastics team is headed to
the National Invitational Tournament in Philadelphia Saturday.
Even though this will be
BG's first appearance, the MAC
has sent teams before. Along
with their conference championship from a year ago, Central
Michigan also won the KIT in
1998. This year Western Michigan will join the Falcons in representing the conference. Other
teams in attendance include
Towson, Rutgers, UC Santa Barbara and host school Temple.
This will be the final time
EUROPE $209 o/w
ANYTIME IN 1999
Car ib Me * it o $209 r 1
Discount Fares Worldwide

seniors Jackie Haft and Christina Treiber will lead the Orange
and Brown into a meet.
"I'm really excited about it,
because it's only about an hour
from my house and my friends
and family will be there to
cheer me on. So I want to do
my best and have the best possible farewell," said senior cocaptain Jackie Haft.
The consistency the Falcons
have established over the
course of the season has attributed to their success. In order
to have a strong performance at
the NIT, they must continue
being consistent.
"It (consistency) is considered number one in importance" said assistant coach J. J .
Tolhurst. There are a lot of
XO'XO'XO
Congratulations to our sister of the week
Kristen F elder
XO'XO'XO

800-326-2009

Ashclon Apartments - 8Mtf6Q»JlamiUon
Our last eianl fimfM^.'ml^f'f^'M^' umi.ioiauv
unit., totally remo
remodeled, new carpel, linoleum,
blinds & fresh paint'. Lots ofstomgXttifarflff^he^partment...greatfor4 people.
electric

Time is running out!!! Call or slop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third Qt. #4 BO » 352-4380

.Xummet Help

Wantea.!

Lawn Maintenance
Pan and Full-Time for
Spnng and Summer

WANTED
Free to good home. 2 yr. old male cat De
clawed & neutered. Call Amy al 352-4136.
Get ready tor the 1999 Wood County Humane
Sooory Mull Strut1 Sunday. April 18 at Pern/
Stadium. The walk begins at 11:00am. AM
proceeds benefit the WCHS. Fo* more information, cad Bill at 354-5301 or email at
davis@bgnelbgsu.edu (Pets are encouraged
to bnng their owners1) Sponsored by Friends of
the Humane Soctery
One or two summer subleasers needed. Great
two-bedroom furnished apartment dose to
campus. Nonsmoking, no pets Call 352-2111.
Phi Delta Thela'Sigma Kappa
Homenjn Derby'
Monday, April 19th, 6:30pm
at the Intramural Fields'
• Come one, come all I
SPIRIT POINTS will be awarded!
Phi Delta Thela'Sigma Kappa

1 subleaser needed for summer. 192.50 plus utiimes. Will be available May 8 to Aug. Located
at 702 4th street Apt 8 Call 354-0241 for more
information.
2 subleasers needed for summer. Close to
campus, new, and furnished. Call 353-5379
2-4 Summer Subleasers
2 bdrm. apt. dose 10 campus. Balcony w/view
ol pond. Air conditioning Pleasecall 353-7014
3-4 subleasers needed June 1 to Aug 20 Nice
house, bg rooms, 318 S. Grove. Call Lara or
Val 353 5253

Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
Good luck to our BETA 500 team on Saturday'
They're Shagadehc Babyl Yeeeaaah'l
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa'DM'Slgma Kappa
Congratulations 10 Natalie Cowan on being
choosen Director 'or Dance Marathon 2000!
We're so proud of you! Love, your sisters.
Sigma Kappa'DM'Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to thank
the brothers of Beta Theta Pi tor the cookout on
Tuesday afternoon.
Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa
XO'Beta'XO
The sisters of Chi Omega would like to congratulate Raohel Baker on her recent engagement to Chris Yessol Best Wishes'
XO'Beta'XO

Call 352-5822

1 rmie. needed for summer 99 and/or 99-00
school year. 2 blocks from campus, own room,
wahser'dryer, util. md.Call 353-3410

F. sublsr. Non smoker please Furn apt w
own bdrm. next to campus. $275/mo. Aug
'99-2000 lease. Possible to rent out during the
smr 372-4082.
Female summer subleaser needed. $180 mo.
pljselec 353 4447.
NEED 3 graduation tickets' Please call if you
have extras. 308-0775 ask for Jason.
Subleaser wanted. Nice 1 bdrm apt. avail, immed. through July. Optional 12 mo. lease for
next year. All util. inc. lurmshed, good location.
$300/mo 353 9817
_____
Subleaser needed from May-Aug. with an option lo stay longer it wanted 2 bdrm. apt,
$423/mo. will pay $50 lor each summer
month. Call 353-0027.
Summer sblsr. needed 1 bdrm. apt. unfurn.,
AC. close lo campus. Price negotiable. Please
leave message at 354-2044.
Wanted: 3 graduation tickets. Please call il you
have extras. Willing to pay money. Call Jenmlerai4l9 624-9452.
Wanted: 3 graduation tickets. 354-8349.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For into call 203 319 280?.
,
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE SATISFACTION OF HELPING OTHER PEOPLE. ENJOYING SMILING FACES AND WORKING
WITH A GREAT CREW OF CO-WORKERS?
BLAKELY CARE CENTER CAN MEET THIS
NEED BY TRAINING YOU FOR A STATE
TESTED NURSE AIDE POSITION VARIETY
OF WORKING HOURS AVAILABLE AFTER
TRAINING
FREE TRAINING. CLASSES
STARTING SOON APPLY AT 600 STERLING
DRIVE. N BALTIMORE. OH FOR MORE INFORMATION EOO.
ATTENTION STUDENTS"!
Seeking summer work?
Join a learn ol dedicaied friendly stall, while
receiving personal salislaction. Corne to the
Anne Grady Center, located in Holland. We
have several opportunities to work with individuals with mental retardation at the base facility
or in a group home setting The starting rate is
$6.6S-»7S1.
Come and check us out"

Or call at (419) 866-7462
EOE
BGSU SOPHOMORES 4 JUNIORS
WANT ADVENTURE. EXCITMENT & INTENSITY'
ARMY ROTC SUMMER LEADERSHIP INTERSHIP
"NO OBLIGATION". 4 BGSU CREDIT HRS.
OVER $700 00 IN PAY
RAPPELING, LEADERSHIP TRAINING.
WEAPONS, FIRING. FREE AIRFARE. ROOM
AND BOARD. WIN SCHOLARSHIPS PAYING
ALL TUITION, BOOKS AND $150 A MONTH
SPENDING MONEY CALL 419-372-2476.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

Come see whu;

Spacious two bedroom units with patio/balcony, central air. garbage disposals,
full baths, private parking, on-site laundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays
hot & cold water, sewer & waste disposal.
$525lmo. unfurn., $515lmo. furn.

HELP WANTED

www.alrhi1ch.org
(taxes additional)

KVrs fauna Hr
Charlcsiovvn Apartments - 710 Scott I lamillon A and 730 Scoti I lamilton A,B,C, & D

good teams there. Ifs a long
season and we are not used to
competing this late in the year,
and I think a lot of the teams
there are in the same boat. I
think consistence is going to
win the meet," said Tolhurst.
BG will use the same basic
line-up from the MAC Championship meet with a few minor
changes. Thanks to the Easter
break, the Falcons have had
time to rest and are a healthy
team. BG will depend on the
leadership of co-captains Jackie
Haft and Sarah Grealis and
freshman Mamy Oestreng.
"Generally, I believe it will
be a great opportunity. I think
it will be between us and Towson," said head coach Dan Connelly.

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean
Many Sizes

7

dJ£&&—
Mon-Sat 7am-7pm
Sun 9am-5pm

522 E. Wooster
354-0011

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

%JkA

FREE DELIVERY!
A close walk from campus.
Buy One Deli Sandwich with a drink and get
another of equal or lesser value for d

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

• Valid only at BG Store
• One coupon per customer
• Limit 1 with coupon
•Expires April 30,1999

Rtf<?U t>uunfJ?ttviat) b ieekin<} gtf<?U <?tu/enti
and atea -Mian Scnoo/ Stuc&nb to wotk dutinq the
lummet 1999-

BGSU Dining Services is seeking BGSU students and area high school
students* to work this summer.
Employment is available beginning May 10, 1999

s u

:ar!
UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES
UHVCN<X JHONI *****

To apply, pick up an application at any of the following locations:
• Commons Dining Center
■ Harshman Galley
• Founders Keepers Food Court
• Krelscher Sundial Food Court
(FREE sunglasses to the first 250
• McDonald Dining Center
Students hired and scheduled)
- University Student Union
• Career Services (315 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg)
• Dining Services Central Office - 200 Centrex Bldg
"High school students must be at least 14 years of age. A work permit
is not required for summer employment. High School Student
Applications are available at all area high schools.

ii*il 17*8 p.m.
£rson Arena, BGSU
Visa, MasterCard, and Bursar
charges will be automatically
credited, cash and check sales will
be refunded by mail. For more
information, please call 372-7164*
And the Michael Shelley Band
The ticket holder ol Main Floor Row 13 seats 27. 28, 29, and 30 should
come lo the Student Activities office at 330 Student Union tor a refund.

352-1520
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Biology, Scianca, Education and
Literal Aria Gradual**
No experience required
Ft— training In a Field with Superb
Opportunhlea: Blomedical Information
Technology
Start ai 28K. Most people earn 34K within a
year, plus full benefits. IMS. Inc. is offering a
lr«« 4 week programming course. In the last 2
y*«ra. IMS. Inc. has hired over 90% of the students who have taken this course. Courses
start June 7 or July 12. Positions located m Silver Spring, Maryland 8 miles outside DC. Call
688-680-5057 WWW.IMSWEB.COM
BLAKELY CARE CENTER IS HIRING STATE
TESTED OR TEST REAOY NURSE AIDES
FOR ALL 3 SHIFTS. PART TIME AND FULL
TIME POSITIONS OPEN. ALSO AVAILABLE
IS A 3 DAY A WEEK. 6 HRS PER DAY
WEEKENO FOR FULL TIME PAY. WORK 24
HOURS AND GET PAID FOR 37.5 HOURS A
WEEK. YOU'LL FIND CARING COWORKERS. PLEASANT WORKING ENVIRONMENT ANO A GENEROUS BENEFIT
PACKAGE. APPLY AT 600 STERLING
DRIVE. NORTH BALTIMORE. OHIO. EOO.
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW YORK Co ed
Trim down-Fitness Camp. Hike 8 Play in tie
Caiskili Mountains, yet only 2 hrs. from NY
City. Have a great summer. Make a difference
In kids' irvesl Good salary, internship credits A
free Rm/Bd. All sports, water skiing, canoe
ing. ropes, lifeguards, crafts, dance, aerobics,
nuritton 8 counselors, kitchen, office 8 night
watchmen. 120 positions. Camp Shane (800)
292-2267. Web: www.campshane.com.
Casey's Original Hamburgers has positions
available. Casual work environment, very flexible hrs.. above min. wage 8 1/2 price meals.
Call lor interview. 352-9113.
Cleaning and misc. work. Stars May 8 for 2
two weeks or all summer. 353-0325.
Columbus. On o
Scioio Country Club
Summer Staffing
Scioio Country club is accepting applications
for the club's pool facility for the 1999 season.
Applications and resume should be forwarded
lo the dub with interviews and hiring to be
completed by May 1, 1999. The positions indud* the following: POOL SNACK STAND
AND BUSSING STAFF. Scheduling procedure
conductive with summer activities. Pay scale is
progressive for individuals who achieve. Clubs
address 2196 Riverside Drive. Columbus, OH
43221 FAX (614) 486-8327 PHONE (614)
486-4341.
COME JOIN OUR TEAM
AZG Research will be holding open interviews
for telephone interviewers. No selling tnvoivedl
Frl Apr. 16th from 2-5 at 13330 Bishop Rd. Details Call 352-fl n S ext O.
Counselors, Lifeguards, and Health Officer
needed at co-ed camp near Ann Arbor. Room
8 board, salary. Call (734) 878-6628.

HELP WANTED:
Childcare In my Perryaburg Ft. Meigs horn*
beginning In May. Would Ilk* 3 lull weekdays (7:30am-5:00pm) for 3 children. Flexible. Require* a caring, dependable adventurous, non-imokif with dependable
transportation. Excellent pay. Reference*
required. 419-874-3641. leave message.
JOB TRAINER- We are seeking individuals to
provide on-the-job training to persons with
mental retardation and developmental disabHD*S. Must be able to provide transportation
to/from the job site. Si 5 hours biweekly poaoon available. Salary S755-S16.35 hourly
based upon experience.
MOBILE WORK CREW COACH- Community
based crew coach needed. Community Employment Services is looking for a responsible
individual to help supervise a multi-worker
crew. Coach will be providing supervision and
quality control for workers with developmental
disabilitees in community businesses. 80 hours
biweekly position available. Salary
$7.55-$i6 68 hourly based upon experience.
Qualified applicants must have a High Schod
Diploma or GED. and valid Ohio drivers license Application deadline is 4/19/99. Interested persons may pick up an application
packet at Wood Lane Schod. Ent B. 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. OH.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4 30pm EOE.
Landscape Nursery, Flexible hours. Must have
transportation. Call 686-7865.
Looking lor individual to assemble bicycle. Will
pay t3S. Call 354-7350.
Now hiring summer help starting immediately.
Plwe contact Susie. 354-00.1.
Nurslng-RN/LPN-Part time working with children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday,
9:30-10:00am and 4:30-5:00pm. Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251 Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd , Maumeo. OH FOE
Painter* NEEDED. Summer work. Good starting pay * bonus Cleveland area. Northcoast
Cdlege Painters 216-529-6319.
Part-time student employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested m working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at:
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC.
428 CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN.OH 43402

Find out why P8G. IBM. Merrill Lynch, and
hundreds of other top companies are interested in students who have been through our
training program. Average student earns
$2300 per month. Call 1 -877-485-9120.
,

ambition
, makes
you
look
pretty

Uptown- Downtown
Deli & Floorwalkers
Apply now after 3:00pm

ugly

Waitress » door person needed. Fri & Sat,
Checkers Pub 809 S Main 352 9837
Wei educated, experienced lull or part time
baby-sitter wanted in our P'burg home for 2
children during school day. Position starts August- Must be a nonsmoker, have reliable
transportation and excellent references. Call
874-0605.

FOR SALE

" Apis. & Rooms 99-2000 *'
326 Leroy up. 1 bdrm. (Aug.-Aug.)
Rooms $205/mo. includ, all utiis.
Summer & 2nd semester apts. avail.
Call 353-0325.9am-9pm.
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. for '99-"00 school
year 352-7454.
__

'93 Dodge Spirit
4 dr., very reliable, runs well. 135K mi. $2000.
Call 372-2606 or 419-666 0926

1 female sublease? needed for next school
year. Own room, dose to campus, very nice.
$l90/mo. 354-0465
12 unit apartment bldgs.
724 6th St.'705 7th Si.
2 bdrm. turn, or unfurn.
$500 mthly. 99-00 sch yr lease
FREE heat, waier
sewer, gas & HBO

i960 Volkswagen Vanagon lor sale
Runs great, $1400

354-3564
1995 Kawasaki Zx-6. Brand new, Low mites,
$6000 C€0. Call 354-6036.
92' Mercury Topaz, excellent condition, white.
new tires and rear-wheel bearings, A/C.
AM/FM cassette, very reliable car. cheap
maintenance. $2000. Call 354-5143 (evenings)
or email: ale»isabel@hoirrail corn
BG Flea Market
Funky Retro Stufl
Sat A Sun-Wood County Fairgrounds

RETAIL OPEN INTERVIEWS Local Goodwill
holding open interviews lor F.T. and P.T. positions at 1058 N Main Street, on 4/16/99, Irom
9:00am-l2:00pm and 2:00pm-4:00pm. No appointments necessary.
Trek 800 Sport 19.5" frame. With metal pedals
& quick release rims. $l50Call 2-3735

3» bdrm. Farmhouse, city sves. W/D, gas
heat. 12 mo. lease. June 15 $975/mo. Call
354-6036
___
4bedrm.2kit.2bath.2Ln
Big porch I $ 1000 for summer
Avail, for fall also 353 7035

LOCATION' LOCATION
JBJ Properties 419-868-3035
606 E. Wooster. across from campus
k) 2 bdrm. duplex, Ivg rm. dining rm
pkg , $900 mo. 234 1/2 S College w/in
walk, distance to campus. Very nice
1 bdrm. unit, w/ large kitchen A
living room. $400 month.

Summer subleasers needed: 4 bdrm. 2 bath.
AC. W.D, great parking. Call 352-7164.

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

One-two subleasers needed lor May to Aug.
Close to campus. New apt. with central air. Call
Kelly® 354-8188
Rooms for rent for summer. $170/mo, includesutil St-s C..;: 353-7042. Ask lor Jason.
Rooms lor rent for summer ol 1999 in big Victorian house-near BGSU campus. Private park
ing & private entrance Phone 352-5817.

Subleasers needed for summer '99. 1st mths
rent paid. 3-4 people, 4 bdrms 1 min. walk from
campus. Newly remodeled interior. Shanna or
Alexis at 372-4449.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
2 8RM. 1 1/2 Bath. Furnished. AC. W/D
May-Aug, $650/mth. Call 352-6118.

Available now.
352-5822
601 3rd Si. 1 bdrm. furnished. Aug. Grad Students.
710 7th Si. 2 bdrm, unfurnished Aug.
Mature students & quiet people.
704 5th St. 2 bdrm. furnished. Summer $700
Call 352-3445 NO PETS.
Apartment lor rent ihis summer. 1 bedroom
w/air conditioning. Hillsdale Apartments, rent
negotiable Call Natalie at 353-7270.
Apts and houses. May or August. NO PETS.
353-8206

FOR RENT

Have Fun at Work
Now Hiring
Servers & Cooks
• Full and part-time

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V
\f
V
V

Top wages
Flexible Hours
Paid Vacations
Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a lew ol the great
benelits waiting lor you!

• Excellent working enviornment

Summer Work
Earn S3,000-$5,000
Painters A Jobsite Managers
Hardworking A Detail Oriented
888-CPP-97US or dylanwQbgnet bgsu.edu
Telephone interviewing. Public opinion, no
sales. Pt. time. Relaxed atmosphere. Flexible
scheduling. Mostly eves. 8 weekends. In Perrysburg-$5.50-$6.50 per hi depending on
skills. 874-S842.

GEORGETOWN MANOR
For 1999-2000 school year
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished. AC,
Laundry facility, no pets.
Parking, prof, maintenance
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included.
Call 354-9740 for more details A app't

Want men willing to learn and work on wood
floors indudmg gym floors. Starting when
schod is out for the summer until the middle of
August. Work consists of operating equipment,
induding floor buffers & sanding machines.
Also measunng, laying out & painting game
tines 8 art work & applying gym floor finish. We
will thoroughly train you in all phases of the
work. 'Job pays $6 00/hr. You can expKt between 40-50 hrs/week. Hours can be flexible.
Must be punctual & reliable & willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob
Koch-419-385-5814 II phone is answered by
answering machine, please leave a name A
number and I will return your call.

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BG! Clean, 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, ulllltlea provided, on-eite manager, balcony
unite available. Call for an appointment:
352-9909.
Efficiency apts available. Can rent monthly or
long term. All utilities, phone & cable already
hooked up & inc. Completely furnished.
352-1520
Grad student-1 bdrm apL quiet neighborhood.
$275 ♦ uol-tios. Available after April 1st.
353 1 740
Grad. students. 2 bdrm. bnck. large yard.
$795/mo. plus dep. & util. No pets 353-7257,
leave message.

Cinemark Theatres

l>GI3

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558.,

Schedule for April 16 - 22
•Ufe(H)
(1:10)4:10 7:10 9:50
'Never Been Kissed (PG-13)
(12:35 2:55) 5:15 7:40 10:10

J

Forces of Nature (PG-13)
(12:30 2:45| 5:05 7:30 10:00

^

The Out-of-Towners (PG-13)
(12:45 3:00) 5:10 7:20 9:40

The Matrix (R)
(1:00) 4:00 7:00 9:55

^K-

Servers must be 19 ot older. It you
enjoy taking pride in your job, like to
have lun & make money, then come
be a part ol our winning team

Theta Chi
Fraternity
Would Like to
Thank
Pisanello's
Pizza For Their
Support Of The
BADD Driver

^C

next to Klnko's

352-9302
;

iJust a few minute* from BG!
» 1-47SW to DutMMum right.)

Management inc.
Nov. leasing for Kail 1999-2000

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts., 1082 Fail-view
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan, car ports,
9 1/2-12 mo. leases.
Start at $350. Call 353-5800

CA

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apis., 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & huge 1 bdrms,
laundry on site, lots of parking.
Eft", starts at $230.
I bdrm starts at $340.
Call 353-5800

»*fEfcCA

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts., 830 4th St.
1 bdrms. gas heat. A/C, remodeled. Starting at $375.
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Church House Apts., 222 N.
Chruch St.

113 Railroad St
Open Mon thru Frt
8:00am - 5:00pm
Sat 10 - 2

1 bdrms, close to downtown,
starling at $310. Call 353-5800

>*fEfcCA
Management Inc.

TOP 10 REASONS TO
WORK AT CEDAR POINT
THIS SUMMER.
10. Spend the summer at the amusement part voted #1 on
the planet. Don. 9. Live with college kids, not yoor little
brother. 8. Make 4000 new friends. 2000 fays, 2000 girls.
Nice odds. /. Ride Magnum, best steel coaster on the planet
'til you can't scream any more. Free. 6. The work. Sure,
it's work - but you're witb friends. 5- The play. After-hours
beach parties, movies, ride nights. 4. The money. With our
new bonus plan, earn op to $6.S0/hour. 3. The free stuff.

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
m

I.The free special edition t-sbirt if you apply

Home City let

Club House, Pool, and Courtesy Guard

before April 30. Created for Magmn. best coaster in the
world, celebrating a decade of dominance. While supplies last.

Jobs are going fast. Call now! 1-8Q0-668-J0BS
Hurry! Great openings still available: ride
host, food service, desk clerk, lifeguard, hotel
staff and others. Request an application or

m
,

download one from www.cedarpoint.com and mail it to ns.

CeeeeeedarrrrrirPoint!

^Summer employment

Jukym^

Free tickets. Free rides. Free parties.' 2. Did we mention it's
the best amusement park on the planet?

Hcuai;aTlr>»iiW«i'eisiaicr^»»»iliT»'niBcrisB«re

Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537

eAfEfcCA

RE Management
Call Now!

Apply in person

•Experienced Cooks... bring in
your pay stub and we'll beat it!

874-8979

M CINEMA 5)5(5.

Nightly
7:009:30
Sat Sun Mai
2:00 4:30

• Above average start-up wages
for cooks.

(Next 'o French Qtr Hole' • Exil '93 Rl 75»

SATURDAY/~
APRIL 17TH

L.931

• Will train

27393 Holiday Lane

HOWARDS CLUB "H"

11,1/(1 III'.III!

• Attractive company benefits:
401 (k)
Health insurance
Paid vacations/holidays

PERRYSBURG

THE LOVE ZOMBIES'

HOW DO I LOATHE THEE?
LETMECOUNT THEWS.

I

Two on* bdrm apartments available August
15. Located on S. Summit near Wooster St.
Call 287-4151
.

4 room upstairs apartment for 2 people

<* a Jtu

Don't just
sit there!
Stop in today for
a complete 1999/2000
apartment listing.

Summer Sublessees) Needed i
2 bdrm. api-$4707mo ♦ util CIOM to campus.
AC. dishwasher, new carpet. Free cable.
ALL PETS ALLOWED!
Call 354 5378.

Subieaser needed for summer. $375/mo.
May-Aug, 1 bdrm, fully furnished, across the
street from campus on Manville. Call Nicole at
(419) 350-3594. (local call).

2 bdrm apt. $460/mo. All util. inc., dose to
campus. Call 352-5475.

HONDAS FROM $500.00
Police imports and tax repo's
For listings can i -800-319-3323 x4556
Men's Mountain Bike 26 inch. 18 speed. $65 or
best offer. Call 372-5315.

Houses for Rent AJI 12 month leases, tenants
pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
'730 Elm- 2 BR, $475/mo. available now.
'316 R«oe(Froni) ■ 2 BR. $550 avail. May 15
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854 after 5:00 PM

Spaoous 1 bdrm in house w porch, great spot
across Irom courthouse. Avail. May 1.
$350-bills induded 353 4267

3540914

Couch lor sale $50 or best oiler Good condi
Oon. II inlerested call Jtlhan ai 372-5433.

Summer child care positions available. Afternoon hours with infant, 5 yrs. old. Call
419-878-4190 for more info.

Damon's - Airport Highway Now hmngtl Clubhouse Event Coordinator FusVPan time, lots ol
fun. and competitive wage. Apply between 2-4
Monday/Friday. Interviews on the spot.
Direct Care/Reeidential Specialist Full and
part time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekend*. Starting wage $7.14-$8.52 depending on
experiencereducation. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18. have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically lit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9:30-i0;30am and 4 30-5:0.0pm. Sunshine
Inc. ol Northwest Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWesiem Rd, Maumee. Ohio. EOE.

Travel down souln. work yoor bun 0(1, and got
paid for it. Average student earns $7,000 Call
1-877-485-9120.

Friday, April 16, 1999

Now Leasing
2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
August 1999

9 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman

354-3533

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders
Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

«

Spring Swing '99 offers fun for all ages
Sibs and Kids weekend offers alternatives for all different interests
By ROBERT RECKER
The BG News
Do not lei the nickname fool you. In
past years, Sibs N' Kids weekend has
been referred to as "lil' sibs" weekend,
playing to the idea that only the young
tots would find anything interesting to
do on campus.
, This year, coordinators have tried to
plan events for all age groups.
"Because there have been fluxations
in age in the past, we've tried to target
all ages," said Rob Getz, a member of
the sibs and kids steering committee.
"There has been an increase in promotions and participation this year, so we
Should hit every person in the community."
. Several sporting events are offered
lor the older visitors to campus this
jveekend.
The Softball team has two doubleheaders, slated for Friday and Saturday,
fine times are 2 p.m. and 1 p.m., respecJively, at the BGSU Softball field. The

baseball team will also play a twin bill,
Saturday, at 1 p.m., Stellar Field.
The tennis teams will compete on
Friday (men's, 1 p.m.) and Saturday
(women's, 10 a.m.) at Keefe Courts.
The Student Recreaction Center will
offer free admission coupons for sibs
and kids. The coupons can be clipped
from The BG News classified section or
found at the rec front desk, and are good
Friday through Sunday.
The Ice Arena will permit sibs and
kids to skate for free, when accompanied by a paying student, from 8-10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, and 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Many events designed for the young
of age can also be enjoyed by the young
at heart.
The Student Honor Association will
sponsor Goofy Bowling Olympics at the
Union on Friday, from 7-9 p.m. Contestants will be judged on their ability to
hit the funny bone, not tii^ pocket.
"It's something to do with your little

"Because there have beenjluxuatutions in age in
the past, we've tried to target all ages."
Rob Getz
Sibs A" Kids Steering Committee Member

sister or brother, they don't have to have Diel.
a high school bowling level," said event
The Planetarium will present two
planner Kim Cantrall. "But there is no shows at opposite ends of the age specoverall age group."
trum. "Is This the End of the World?"
Admission is free with the donation (Friday, 8 p.m., Sunday 7:30 p.m.) will
of a toiletry item. Proceeds will benefit a ponder the threat of an asteroid impactlocal soup kitchen.
ing the earth.
UAO will sponsor four showings of
"It is written for an adult audience,
the Disney movie "Mulan," in 111 but will work down to about grade 5,"
Olscamp. The times are 8 and 11 p.m., said planeterium director Dale Smith.
Friday and Saturday, and the cost is $1.
The second show, "Don't Duck —
"We figured there would be many
Look Up!" (Sunday, 2 p.m.), is a lightyounger sibs around for the weekend
hearted romp about discovering the sky
and this may catch their eyes," said
for the first time.
UAO spokesman Clayton Tinney.
A $1 donation is suggested for each
"Though the movie is probably made
program.
for kids, college age people can enjoy it
The theatre department's Treehouse
too," said UAO spokeswoman Norene

Troupe also has two shows on the weekend docket. "Happy Birthday" and
"Irish Annie" will entertain the youngsters at 7:30 p.m., Friday and Saturday,
and 2 p.m. Sunday. Shows are $4 at the
Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Carnival Fun will feature a host of
free events for the youngsters on the
Jerome Patio Saturday from noon-3 p.m.
Events range from a bakesale and goldfish game to balloon sculptures and
face-painting.
Shirt tye-dying, the
world's record banana split, and a radar
speed pitch will also be featured. The
Panhellenic Council will be giving away
400 sticks of cotton candy.
Carnival Fun will coincide "with the
annual Beta 500, a push-cart race
between the greek organizations. The
Jerome Library/Saddlemire parking lot
will be transformed into a track for the
race at noon.
"We're working to keep the Carnival
Fun and Beta 500 audiences in one
place," Diel said.

UAO stays optimistic after concert canceled
:
;

The BC News

Excitement turned to anger
this past week as the buzz went
'.around campus of yet another
cancellation of a UAO sponsored
.event.
"We have no budget that
Icould pay for the show, there
• isn't that sort of money," said Joe
: Weaver, UAO concert director.
The reason for the cancellation came aftef a four hour meet■ ing Monday night. At that point,

900 of the 2,700 tickets needed to
break even had been sold.
"Tickets sales were at such a
pace that it wasn't going to happen," Weaver said.
He said it was a very difficult
decision to make but continuing
with the concert would result in
UAO going in debt, which is
something they did not want to
happen.
According to Brain Larson,
UAO's graduate advisor, canceling the concert saved them costs

of such things as T-shirt printing
and paying for security.
"The total fee to bring the
band to the University was
$15,000, but the total amount
needed to put on the show
would have been $40,000," Larson said.
They Might Be Giants was initially decided on as the band to
book based on figures from students and other universities that
had hosted the band in the past.
Schools like Otterbein Univer-

sity charged students $5 for the
concert, in contrast to the $14
minimum being charged by BG
for the show.
Jen Lyons, junior computer
science major, who sites They
Might Be Giants as one of her
favorite bands, was not surprised at the cancellation.
"UAO didn't do enough
research," she said. "Anyone
who knows anything knows
They Might Be Giants is a $10
band. No one wanted to buy

tickets that were so expensive."
Lack of sales was also attributed to the lack of advertising,
which Weaver said is primarily
what UAO's concert committee
budget is for.
Next year's concert director,
Brian Engleman, said his job will
be more difficult.
"I know students are going to
be skeptical about next year,"
Engleman said. "I would be
skeptical, but I ran for the posi-

tion because I was one of the
people angry that UAO never
brought any concerts to the campus."
Next year he said he intends
on trying to bring a band to the
University that interests more
people, specifically an MTV
band.
There will be no replacement
event, but the rest of the Sibs N'
Kids weekend events will go on
as scheduled.

Do yooc little
brothers or sisters
want to be like yoa?

NOW THEY CAN!
BOWUMG GffiN 5TA1t UNIVERSITY
5IB5-N-KIIXS WEEKEND

Get them their very own BGSU tshirts & sweatshirts at Bee Gee
Book Store during Little Sibs
Weekend. Select items on sale and
check out our great merchandise.
Varuumirut mijilH ilu .1- mnrh J.< »»-1 i"i jroiu lnwi IW " ww '<"
MINI <i.r("'i - I li,n - li>-' •'»•'• i< g*to MMI moving, WfttVh I1H11n-flin'f MIIII.'nfymir mi. tut-Aitr* for limit JIM <>->. Sam*' p»'- liw
otha nguta physical activitta (all l-<;i<u-\ll\ I s\i
in gtn in on ihe m nun. (h vfoil htl|K// American llran 1
tf
vww.iuubrt.fMH cm ib wnriJ Whir Mi
Associninu J

1424 E. Wooster
(Across from Harshman)
353-2252
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Location,
Location,
Location...
Many venues on campus will host
activities for Spring Swing '99

■

....'-■'

BG Newt Photo j / MATTHEW MILLER

Many different locations/buildings around the BGSU campus will be offering different events for
all the students participating in the Sibs N' Kids weekend. These events are open to any BGSU
student and their sibling(s).
Above left: The planetarium will be showing three shows throughout the weekend for a $1
donation.
Left: The Student Recreation Center is offering a free Sibs N' Kids coupon found In the Rec Sport
Report.
Above: The ice arena will hold open Ice skating for the weekend. Sibs N' Kids are free with a
paying BGSU student.

LOOKING TO GET SOMETHING FOR YOUR
LITTLE BROTHERS & SISTERS! Come To

Collegiate Connection
WARNING:
Getting high @
skydive BG
can be addictive!
* Skydiving lessons <§
Skydive BG

&K"
Saturday
10:00pm
19 & Over

Student
Discounts
Available
352-5200
Visa and MasterCard

PRESENTS

GRASSHOPPER PIE
e

* Only 10 mins. from
BGSU

What kind of music do they play?
The good kind! Gasshopper Pie is a
groovy amalgamation of blues, jazz,
Saturday
funk.lolk, bluegrass and classic rock. The
band travels throughout the Ohio area,
playing their own unique tunes, as well as 10:00pm
19 & Over
Celtic covers Dedicated to snaring the
groove and lighting crime, Grasshopper Pis
will knock your socks oft with tabulous Jams
and sweet grooves.

www.gra55hoppcrpic.com

SIBS N' KIDS WEEKEND
APRIL 16-18

SPRING SWING '99
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

SIBS N' KIDS T-SHIRT SALE
I0am-3pm. Education Building

SIBS N* KIDS T-SHIRT SALE
9am-Noon, Union Foyer
Noon-3pm, Library Patio

PLANETARIUM SHOW
'Don't Duck. Look Up"
Ages 3-5
2 pin, Si donation

RECREATION CENTER
7am-l)pm
Get your free Sibs N' Kid*
coupon from the Rec Sport Report on April

7 c* 14

We have an assortment of
•BGSU T-Shirts & Sweatshirts and pullovers.
•PlusTY Beanie Babies products including plush animals.
Bring your brothers and sisters to see our large selection of gifts.

RECREATION CENTER
9am-9pm
Get your free Sibs N' Kids coupon from
the Rec Sport Report on April 7 &f 14

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Monday - Thursday 10-8 • Friday 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

B g Are You Feeding A
Hi Sib This Weekend?
"Sibs SL Kids Weekend/'
Bring in,your sib to a, Dining Services
location,, andthey unit receive- afree, 16
oz,. Fountain, Fop unth any sandwich or
entree-.*

PLANETARIUM SHOW
"Is This the End of the World"
7:30pm. Si donation

CARNIVAL

GOOFY BOWLING OLYMPICS
Sponsored by Honors Student Association
7-9pm, Student Union
Admission Free but each person must
brine a toiletry
Food, games and prizes

Sponsored by RSA
Noon-3pm, Library Patio

MOVIE-MULAN
Sponsored by UAO
8pm & llpm

OPEN ICE SKATING
8-10pm. Ice Arena. Sibs N' Kids Free wiih paying BGSU student 12 and under S2 50. 13 and
up S3.00
Skate rental extra SI

111 Olscamp Hall. SI

RADAR SPEED PITCH
Sponsored by Sibs N" Kids Committee

Noon-3pm , library Patio
SI BeneHu American Red Cross

Effective, 4:30pHv, Friday, April 16, 1999
through2:00pnt,, Sunday, April 18, 1999.

MOVIE-MULAN
Sponsored by UAO
8pm & 11pm
111 Olscamp Hall. SI

*Offer not valid at Snack Bars and
Union Pizza Shop.

A Special Thanks to the Sibs N Kids Steering C ommittee:
• Megan Fulkerson
• Adrienne Knopp
• Pamela Gaut
• Teresa-Romig
• Rob Getz
• Laura Smith
• Office of Student Activities stuff! •

,

i
■■.

.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Sibs N' Kids T-Shirt Sale
10 a.m.-3 p.m., Education Building

Sibs N' Kids T-Shirt Sale
9 a.m.-noon, Student Union Foyer
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio

Religious Services
Consult various religious centers

Women's Tennis vs. Ball State
10 a.m. Keefe Courts

Recreation Center
7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Recreation Center
9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Baseball vs. Kent State
1 p.m. Steller Field

Recreation Center
7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Eastern Michigan
1 p.m. Keefe Courts
BGSU Softball vs. Marshall
2 p.m. Softball Field

Carnival Fun
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio

Goofy Bowling Olympics
7-9 p.m. Student Union

Beta 500
Noon Saddlemire Parking Lot

Theater Department
Treehhouse Troupe presents "Happy
Birthday" (You Poor Old Wreck) and
"Irish Annie"
7:30 p.m. Joe Brown Theater

Tye Dye T-Shirts
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio $

Open Ice Skating
8-10 p.m. Ice Arena $

Cotton Candy
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio

Planetarium Show
8 p.m. Planetarium $

World's Record Banana Split
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio $

Movie"-Mulan
8 p.m. & 11p.m. Ill Olscamp Hall $

Bakesale
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio

Goldfish Game
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio

Planetarium Show
"Don't Duck, Look up"
2 p.m. Planetarium $
Theater Department
Treehhouse Troupe presents "Happy
Birthday" (You Poor Old Wreck) and
"Irish Annie"
7:30 p.m. Joe Brown Theater
Open Ice Skating
8-10 p.m. Ice Arena $
Planetarium Show
"Is this the End of the World?"
7:30 p.m. Planetarium

Radar Speed Pitch
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio $
Balloon Sculptures - Eye F-X
Noon-3 p.m. Jerome Library Patio

$ is for those events that
have a nominal fee.

Baseball vs. Kent State
1 p.m. Steller Field
Softball vs. Ohio
1 p.m. Softball field
Face Painting and Wearable Art
12:30-2:30 p.m. Jerome Library Patio
Theater Department
Treehhouse Troupe presents "Happy
Birthday" (You Poor Old Wreck) and
"Irish Annie"
7:30 p.m. Joe Brown Theater
Open Ice Skating
8-10 p.m. Ice Areana $

Join the
fun of
Sibs N» Kids

Movie-Mulan"
8 p.m. & 11 p.m. 111 Olscamp Hall $

>onng people are bored.
Entertainment from here, there and everywhere. Every Thursday m the
NOW section.

Don't just read everything you believe
Opinions, Editorials, Letters, Every weekday, Page two In The BG News.

Mztebrafc
Saturday, April 17th
^p.
8AM-9PM
, Take advantage of great ^
rsavings on several of our
lost popular labels!

i

J
4

Y L E'
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A ROCK TRIPLE THREAT
iStepford Five

Miranda Sound

Tonight
Tenforward

April 16
Easystreet
Begins 9:00pm
19+ Welcome

A variety of music that can please anyone.
All Benefits go to the BG Downtown
Business Owners Association.

,-

.- »■ -.-,-,

DIXIE DRIVING RANGE
19001 N. Dixie Hwy • Bowling Green, OH
(2 miles north of BGSU)

$1.00 OFF
ONE LARGE BUCKET OF BALLS
WITH THIS COUPON
BGNews

353-1420

i
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Humane Society hosts Svalk-a-thon'
"All of the dogs from the shelter will
be there," Bill Davis, volunteer coordinator for the Wood County Humane
Society and President of Friends of the
Humane Society, said. "Those who
don't have their own dog will be able to
walk ours."
According to Debbie Rogers,
fundraising chair for the Wood County
Humane Society, said that this is the
first year that the walk is being held at
the University.
"This is the fourth year for the walka-thon and we've struggled with location before," Rogers said. "The first two
years we had it at the shelter, but it's too
industrialized and not a good place to
walk. The third year we had it had Wintergarten Park, but it was too wet."

BY ALEXANDRIA DIETZ
The BG News
On Sunday, University students and
community members of Bowling Green
will get a chance to help the Wood
County Humane Society raise money
by participating in this year's walk-athon.
"Pets Parading People" is the title of
this year's walk-a-thon and will be held
at the Doyt L. Perry football stadium
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
University students and community
members are encouraged to bring their
dogs to the football stadium. However,
those interested in participating should
not worry if they do not have a furry
creature of their own.

Rogers said that participants will
walk around the perimeter of the football stadium, which is about a half-mile.
Rogers also said that they are expecting a good turn-out for the fundraiser.
"We thought it would be a good
weekend because it is Sibs-N-Kids
weekend," Rogers said. "It has a lot of
family interest and its a good family
activity."
Rogers said that they are also anticipating a large crowd if the weather
cooperates.
"We expect 75-100 people if the
weather is nice," Rogers said.
She also said that they wanted to
hold the walk-a-thon during the spring
before everyone went home for the
summer.

Weekend full of fun
By ANNE MOSS
The BG News
This weekend the University will be celebrating family with
its annual Sibs N' Kids Weekend
sponsored by University Activities Organization. But what is
there to do with your sibs and
kids?
"The events are geared
toward all age groups so that
people can come and enjoy the
events on campus, and so that
perspective students can see how
college is," said Norene Diel,
graduate advisor to UAO.
There is a multitude of activities planned for this special
weekend. On Friday the Honors
Student Association will be
sponsoring Goofy
Bowling
Olympics from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Student Union. Anyone who
brings a toiletry item will be able
to bowl for free.
According to Amy Tavormina,
freshman graphic design major,
the bowling will feature such
things as impaired bowling
where participants bowl with the
opposite hand or between their
legs.
"It should be a great sibs
activity," Tavormina said. "We
are hoping for a good turnout."
The Carnival sponsored by
Resident Student Association,
will be big event for the weekend. The Carnival is where other

Rogers also said that there will be
games and prizes for the kids, as well as
prizes for the adults.
"We have games for the kids,"
Rogers said. "And the adults get a raffle
ticket for just showing up."
There are two grand prizes that will
be given away to those who raise the
most pledges. For those 17 years old
and younger who raise the most
pledges a gift pack called "Fun Things
to Do" will be awarded. This pack
includes two tickets to Cedar Point and
two tickets to Kings Island.
For the adults that raise the most
money, a pack called "Night on the
Town" will be given away. This consists of dinner at Kaufmans and movie
tickets to the Clazel and Cinnemark

movie theaters.
AU participants that raise $50 or
more in pledges will receive a T-shirt.
Pledge sheets are still available at
Barry Bagel's, Madhatter Music, The
Groom Room and Domino's Pizza.
"Domino's have been really good to
us," Rogers said. "They are donating
pizza for everyone and a prize."
Sponsors for the event are MidWood and IAM'S, both of which have
sponsored all of the Humane Society's
walk-a-thons.
Those participating in the walk
should bring their pledge money with
them on Sunday.
For more information, contact Bill
Davis at 354-5301 or Debbie Rogers at
353-5712.

American Heart i
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Get off it. Exercise.

The events are geared toward all age
groups so that people can come and enjoy
the events on campus."

♦Columbia
Sportswear Company.

Norene Diel
graduate advisor of UAO
organizations will be holding
their events for Sibs N' Kids
weekend. The Carnival will go
from noon to 3 p.m. and will be
located on the library patio.
At the Carnival, the March of
Dimes will host a Goldfish
Game, UAO will allow students
and their sibs to tye dye t-shirts.
Alpha Phi Omega will host the
World's Record Banana Split to
benefit the Make-A-Wish Foundation. There will also be face
painting, cotton candy and a
bake sale at the Carnival as well.
Another big event for students will be the performance by
the Treehouse Troupe. The all
student production focuses on
both the serious issue of ignoring
cultural differences in "Irish
Annie" and the more humorous
process of aging and birthdays
with "Happy Birthday (You Poor
Old Wreck)."
Both performances are musicals and were written by Scott
Regan and adapted from the
work of Helen Exley. Both performances are geared toward
younger audiences from kindergarten to eighth grade.
"The Treehouse Troupe does
about 50 performances around

Northwest Ohio for younger
audiences a year," said Regan.
"It just worked out that the
troupe will be performing during Sibs N' Kids weekend."
There are numerous University sporting events taking place as
well. Baseball, Softball and tennis
will be featured this weekend.
Also the Student Recreation Center will be open for students and
their sibs or kids. Free admission
waivers for student's sibs can be
obtained from the rec on April
14.
Students can also take their
sib to the Ice Arena for open skating sessions on Friday and Saturday nights. Stop by the Ice Arena
from 8 to 10 p.m. to enjoy the
open skate; kids get in free.
The Festival Series will feature
a performance by Gene Harris, a
very popular jazz musician on
Saturday night at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall. He will be playing the piano in his blues/swing
style. For ticket information call
372-8171.
"With the focus on all ages
this year, I hope Sibs N' Kids
weekend is a huge success" Diel
said.

MEN'S and WOMEN'S
SUMMER
SPORTSWEAR
• Shorts
• T-Shirts
• Polo Shirts
• Sandals

HAPPY HOUR Tonight
4-7 pm
$2 all you can eat Munchie Bar

POOL TABLES • DARTS
BIG SCREEN 21&0VER

G£EQS

^MINI-GOLF,

i$1 off
j One 18 hole mini-golf

ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM BG
Take Rt. 25 (Main St. in BG) only
8 miles North of BG.
Perrysburg, OH

419-874-5557

•
•
•
•

HRS- M-F (10-8)
SAT (10-5:30)
SUN (12-5)

\,

LAO Movie for
Sibs -N- Kids
"HANDS DOWN THE
BEST FAMILY FILM
OF THE SUMMER!"
"DISNEYS GREATEST,
ACHIEVEMENT
SINCE THE C
LION KING:

Directions

I "not valid with other discounts
I

352-3610
123 S. Main Downtown BG

A

Sibs
Weekend
Special!!!

[(assist

• Jackets
FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
"Your Sports Headquarters In Bowling Green"

YOU'VE NEVER SEES
ANYTHING
LIKE IT."
»■«• I*
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"MULAN' IS
MAGICALI"
• •HiO"iH.urM*>»tr*"ii

18 hole putting course
Open til 10, until summer
Great Date Spot
Great for Sibs!

^MASTERPIECE!"

WELCOME

Domino's Pizza
353-MEGA (6342)
Falcon Special

1616 E. Wooster
Home of the Two Pizzas tor $7.00
MONDAY MADNESS
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8 + 11 pm
$ 1.00 per person
April 16 & 17
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April 28 - Gish Film Theater - 8pm
Make submissions to 330 Union by April 26.
Questions please call 372-2343
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